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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

FRIDAY JULY 12, 1918

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$1.50
BILL BOOZE TO HAVE
NATIONAL FUNERAL JAN. 1,
IS FIAT OF SENATE COM.

SALVATION ARMY
QUOTA IS $18,000
FOR THIS STATE

COMING STATE EVENTS

PLAN TO DISPENSE

August 4.
Pueblo

WITH POLITICS AT

VON HINDENBURG HAS
ARRIVED IN HADES

ADMINISTRATORS

Santo Domingo
Corn Dance

Indian

NUMBER 197

OF FOOD NAMED

Special to State Record (Wireless) :
Hades, July 12, General Von
has just arrived here. Special
arrangements being made to properly accomodate him.

i

8.

Legislation
Washington, July
to prohibit the sale of distilled liquors,
wine and beer after January 1, 1919.
and to prohibit the manufacture of
wine and beer after November 1, next
was agreed upon today by the senate
apiculture committee.
The legislation is proposed as a sub
Norris
stitute for the pending
amendment to the emergency agricul
bill
which would
tural appropriation
stop the sale of distilled liquor and
on June 30, 1919 and prohibit
the manufacture of beer
three
months after the hill becomes a law.
lhe changes had heen discussej
for a number of days so that when
the committee met today action was
practically by unanimous consent
without second vote,
By fixing a definite date after
which the sate would be prohibited of
all intoxicating liquors, tuembers of
the committee
believe that any
would be
charge of discrimination
avoided.
They say wine growers
would be enabled to dispose of this
years crop while brewers could make
use of their entire supply of matt.

NEXT ELECTION

August

THREE QUARTERS

Magdalena

OF MILLION BOYS

IN EACH COUNTY
2ND REGISTRATION
First Frontier Day Celebration
Tex Austin, arena director
Horn
Clancy, publicity
Fog
i
STATE CAME WARDEN
Official endorsement has been se
By HOLM O. BURSUM.
Taos Feeling that the regulations of the
September 30.
The office of the Provost Marshal
ROUAULT HAS RESIGNED
cured for the Salvation Army drive
Food Administration would be better
San Geronimos Festival
Shall New Mexico give her soldier
General authorities the following taoe
maue
new
in
enforced
lor tunas, wnic.i will
through direct supervision
boys the opportunity of exercising
State Game and Fish Warden ble showing the registration on June
Mexico on Wednesday and ThursAlbuquerque in each county, R. C. Ely, Food Ad- Theodore
the right of suffrage at the front November
Rouault, Jr., has resigned 5, 1918. of young men who have
Educational
New
Mexico
Association
the
New
ministrator
of
for
state
day. July 24 and 25. The sum which
where they are fighting to perpet
effective immediately. He will leave reached the age of 21 since June S.
New Mexico is expected to raise, and
Mexico, has appointed an adminis- at once for
uate the institutions winch make it
an officers training camp. 1917:
which this state will raise, is $18,000.
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possible to live under a free govern-win- e "JUST EXACTLY HOW AND WHY trator for each of the New Mexico
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Governor W. E. Lindsey and the
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SUPPORT
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is
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That
WAR
SAVINGS
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Springer,
through
California
18334
considered just now by those in au- of its executive committee, have given
One soldier wouldn't get very far be filled as fast as possible.
Colorado
6,923
thority as well as those of the rank
In
a
a drive over the top alone. It
their unqualified endorsement of the
of
A
the
to
of
conference
the
new
proclamation
people
county
Connecticut
10280
and file. Iowa, New York, MassachuNew Mexico Governor Lindsey very
work aod will lend assistance in
is organization that counts everywith
Food
Admin
administrators
the
Delaware
1.430
setts, and many other progressive
every way possible.
going along together, shoulder istrator and the several heads of de properly asks their support for the
2.1.22
District Columbia
states of the union have made provi- body
in Albuquerque Salvation Army drive for funds for
was
held
The Santa Fe lodge at once pass
shoulder!
to
partments
Florida
7.380
sion for making available the ballot
ed a favorable resolution and then
One stamp buyer is the soldier, Saturday. The Food Administration tlaa wrrA nin.lr nf ...... .,...
16,715
for the benefit of her 'citizens enGeorgia
Sav- reports that the conference continued
but
the
alone
went to work helping Mr. Townroe
War
working;
Idaho
2.788
iti
gaged
military service when abwith the plans.
practically all day and was attend- GIVE UNGRUDGING SUPPORT
Illinois
44.842
sent in the performance of duty. Il- ings Society is athe whole regiment
Elks Ordar Is Active
for War ed by twenty of the new county ad"over
that
TO
YOUR
SCHOOLS
goes
top"
Indiana
20,093
linois
is
about
submit
to
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The Benevolent Protective Order
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and
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with
Savings
whoop
Iowa
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Elks is behind the movement all the
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several
chairman
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who
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at
that.
whoop,
Kansas
community may be accurately
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measures, providing for the right of
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This
has
no
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Thrift
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are
its
coun
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So
a
school.
way across the country. Fred Harpage
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judged by
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suffrage for her citizens engaged in and there are no exemptions. EveryChaves Clark Dilley, Roswelt.
er, grand exalted ruler, has telegrapha
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a
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If
school
nation.
Louisiana
ty,
13,81'
military service.
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ed P. M. Lineau, exalted ruler of the
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can
save
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one
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if
school
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ample,
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If our soldiers are good enough to
Santa Fe lodge, that the grand lodge
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Clovis.
and
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are
so
Curry
join.
the
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high,
community
10,428
bare their breasts in the trenches of
Maryland
is doing all in its power to help
be
To
B. Earickson, Fort served is progressive, alive, vigorous
Do
It.
Baca
How
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Massachusetts
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GOVERNOR STILL STUDIES
Europe so that democYour club, your lodge, your church, Slimmer.
the good cause.
and generally prosperous; for in some
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Michigan
racy shall be made safe, are they not
ADVISABILITY OF SPECIAL
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to
exercise
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the
enough
named as director of the campaign
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SESSION ON SOLDIER VOTE good
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Sam's
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cause their lives are being de- commission you
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E. Evans, Tyrone.
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Grant
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to
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educated
organize
Montana
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pany
highly
voted?' This is not a question of parGrant J. C. Gordy, Lordsburg.
weeks, getting the plans laid and the of other states, Gov. Lindsey says tisan
One of New Mexings Society among your friends and
Nebraska
x man or woman.
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politics, aggrandizement, or ad- associates
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win
to
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appointed.
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serious
has
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today,
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help
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Smith,
most
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now,'
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handicaps
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committee is composed of P. M tion before calling a special session vantage
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equipment.
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No
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Fred Sherman, Deming.
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Hall,
matter how good the intentions
New Jersey
of the legislature for the purpose of creed
recently there has been a lack of
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is not to be conif somebody does not say "Sign
McKinley A. T. Hannett, Gallup. interest in educational work, and as
retary; Robert W. Lynn, treasurer: assuring the vote to our soldiers sideredor a affiliation
New Mexico
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standard or measure pre- are,
Governor W. E. Lindsey, Secretary abroad.
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the
will
War
here"
Frank
edua natural consequence, not only
Savings Society
Roy, Roy.
New York
69,529
liminary to the extension of suf- not get organized.
of State Antonio Lucero, Chief JusH.
Otero
J.
but
McRca,
cational
Alamogordo.
North Carolina
The national administration at
16743
general advancement
rights.
tice R. H. Hanna, Harry W. Lamb, first discouraging the authorization frage
YOU must be Jhat somebody!
Quay M. B. Goldcnberg, Turum-car- i. has been slow. Under the territorial
North Dakota
5,086
Oeofes Romero, Charles Springer, of soldier votes by the states, on thisIt has been suggested that to grant
You can start a War Savings Sothe
lacked
Ohio
government
community
43,540
would incur a burdenMrs. C. E. Mason, Nathan Jaffa
Rio Arriba R. R. Reuth, Espanola. means of its own with which to proSimply
anywhere.
togethciety
get
16.325
Oklahoma
the ground of difficulties involved, some privilege
tax. That is pure, ordinary rot.
Rio Arriba A. A. Rivera, Tierra vide schools. The aid extended by
ten of your friends to help
County Chairman Appointed
is said now to favor such state ac4,701
Oregon
First : No expense is to great to er! Ask
.
The list of the county chairmen tion as is contemplated here.
Amarilla.
the federal government was meaner,
63.237
Pennsylvania
show due appreciation to the heroes you
is not yet completed. As far as the
R.
Select
a
name
War
Roosevelt
Dr.
H. Bailey,
aside from the great land grants,
Savings Society
On the other hand Governor CapRhode Island
3.849
whose presence at the front is a
men have been named, they are as
elect a president and secretary,
10.776
South Carolina
of Kansas, and the governors of guarantee
given chiefly for educational endowof peace, good will and other officers
follows: T. J. Mabry, Bernalillo; per
if
choose.
Sandoval
Bernalis
It
ment purposes.
you
true that these
Notify
Philip Jaegets,
Maine and Texas, whose state laws perpetual freedom under the Stars
South Dakota
5,197
Henry C Johnson, Chaves; Ray C. resemble ours as to voting, do not and
your State Director of War Savings, illo.
Tennessee
18,153
grants constitute a princely gift, and
Stripes.
N. M.,
H.
Las
San
East
manJuan
Aztec.
same
if
Raynolds,
kind
of
efficient
Hayner, Colfax; Fred E. Dennis, expect to call special legislative sesVegas,
Judge
the
Texas
Parmer,
34,256
Second : There is no sense in in and ask him for a charter of afSan Miguel Donald Stewart, Las agement can be given the land grants
Curry; Keith W. Edwards, de flaca; sions.
Utah
3,051
any great expense. The bal filiation.
W. A. Sutherland, Dona Ana; W. A.
the
has
Vegas.
been
that
In Maine the reason given is that curring
Vermont
them
during
given
2,354
lots
be
over
and
sent
may
W.
brought
Get new members the more the
Santa Fe Mclvin T. Dunlavy, San- past ten years they will eventually
Welsh, Grant; James
Ruatie, the election time is in September an back as
15.788
Virginia
mail
is
other
which
any
B.
inH.
ta Fe.
Hamilton, Lincoln; there is hardly time to put a consGuadalupe;
Keep them stirred with
7,705
produce a splendid annual income for
Washington
caried by your Uncle Sam at normal better.
terest. Get them to save, SAVE,
Sierra J. A. Dye, Hillsboro,
Henry Ratthetl, Luna; E. A. Martin, titutional amendment in effect.
our schools. However, until the past
West Virginia
11,522
rates.
and
Socorro
McKinley ; Patricio Sanches, Mora ;
systematically
four years the income from the lands
get
Wisconsin
George Curry, Socorro.
20.599
some unknown patriot, signing others to SAVE.
Torrance Neil Jensen, Estancia.
Percy O. Moore, Otero ; W. F. Kirby,
Keep alive on the
has not been sufficient to provide
1831
Wyoming
WATER BOND
himself "subscriber" in the Las Cru-cc- s
have something doing all the
Quay; Antonio Rivera, Rio Arriba; ALBUQUERQUE
for
educational
sum
jump
purany large
citizen, sets up the argument tune.
ISSUE APPROVED BY COURT
A. M Amsden, San Juan ; O. E. Bloc),
744.865
FARMING
Total
AND GRAZING LAND
poses.
that to grant this franchise would
5an Miguel; George W. Armijo, SanNew Mexico is now throughly
TO THE AMOUNT OF 17M00
be a great waste of resources: that
ta Fe; Oscar Redemann, Socorro; The issue of bonds by the com- the
awake to the need for educational GREAT STEEL PRODUCER
ACRES
ON
WEDNESDAY
SOLD,
legislature might better appro- FLAG
Gerson Gusdorf, Taos; Carl Sher- mission government of Albuquerque
Parents demand educaSTARTED AS $5 CLERIC
equipment.
ETIQUETTE
wood, Torrance; Juan J. Duran, in the sum of $400,000 for the pur priate money for the purchase ofState land commissioner Robert tion for their children and the child- war stamps, liberty bonds, contribudistrithe
of
water
pose
Valencia.
purchasing
John
Becker, Jr.,
Union;
Into his work as a grocery clerk
P. Ervien assisted by Captain Fred ren themselves demand that basic
buting system and franchises owned tions to the Y. M. C. A.. Red Cross.
HOW AND WHEN
Muller and A. E. Dorff, on Wednes education which will give them an young Charlie Schwab threw all his
by A. B. McMillen, attorney and and so on. True these war activities
felin
with
chance
life
their
HOME STUDY FOR MOTHERS
energy, says Boys Life, the Boy
day conducted some forty land sales equal
capitalist of that city, was approved must all be supported and the full
at Clayton, Union county totalling lows. We have but to continue in Scouts magazine for June. Of late
AND HOUSEKEEPERS
PLAN
by the state supreme court Wednes- quota forthcoming to meet each and
PAY
TO
RESPECTS
we
this
the
are
to
170,000 acres in tracts from 121-going
place
way
years one of his favorite sayings has
to
OF EDUCATION DEPARTMENT day in a decision rendered by Jus every call of our government; howstate on a par in education with any been: "fhe man who has done less
9,000 acres in extent.
tice Clarence J. Roberts and concur- ever, not through legislative appro
state in the union, and in a very than his best has done nothing."
Night schools for mothers and oth- red in by Justice Parker and Chief priations, but from the sweat of the
by the National Commit- ALBERT B.
few years.
Hack in Braddock, he lived no to
FALL TO VISIT
ers in the four subjects of Food, Justice Hanna, in the friendly suit brow of every human being in close Prepared
tee of Patriotic Societies,
But we must keep on going. New that motto. He gave his best; he stu
STATE IN THE INTEREST
for the winning of the
Fuel, Clothing and the Care of Child brought by M.cMiIlen against the City
Washing-ton- ,
D. C.
in
is
in
died when he could; he laid the
young
development,
OF SENATE RENOMINATION Mexico
ren will be inaugurated in this state authorities to determine the validity war.
When the colors are passing, the
self government, m educational ef- - foundation for all that he later ac- For the early winning of this war spectator, if a man, should halt if
in setetnDer under tne leadership ot0f their action.
now
The
fort.
we
hieved.
fine, equipment
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller connected with! The court savs that the officials every resource is essential, both ma- - walking, arise if sitting and uncov-- j
Senator Fall, in addition to his re have is
a beginning. The schools
The world has a habit of searching
cen announcement
that he is re we haveonly
'the state department of Education as who signed over the bonds were dejterial and mental: That means
er hnlilinir the hesilrlrpss nnnosit
; the faculties we have out the doer. One of the customers
built
of vocational training. Every facto officers and the inference is omy, thrift, mobilizing our material the left shoulder with the right hand. "pli've to renomination, is expected
,unus wo navl raise.., oi me grocery store was
uiu
community of the state where" com- - that thev were comnetent to nerform assets : it also means elimination of A woman should stand at attention:10 De ln "'e Slate his week to ron- -'
fer with his republican friends and1''"'' .n.,y Pr,mar.v,- to ,ne - conr,ie otjian,ci- ot Andrew larneg.es tdgar
petent instructors can be secured will this function. The court declines political strife. We must all thor- - as the flag pases by
i
wemust
go
Mcei
Bill
nompsou
works,
nunaing
Me
Governor1
captain
wrote
have tts classes, which will be prat- however to pass on the constitution- - oughly apreciate this war is waged
When the Flag is waving from a supporters
was attracted to the grocery clerk
tical and easy to understand and
of the Albuquerque form of to make democracy safe in the worl I. stationary flag-staor pole it is not l.in.l.ey that he will be in the capital !,h;0,,Rh- .. properly, for our edura- - who worked as though
work was a
following a visit to his Three Riverv tional
ply and will be a part of the war government one of the points raised I' ' not a war to make the demo- - saluted with the hand,
growth we must spend more pleasure. By the time Charlie hchw- cattle ranch
emergency work being urged by the jn the proceeding, holding that a
party safe, nor is it a war of In decorating the Flag should
18
mnrc
was
fach
"Don
old
iani
the
v,ar
money
"ria,
years
grocer was
Sl ite Senator Herbert B Holt of
the republican party; nor is it a war er be festooned or draped. Always
cision of this kind should
Las Truces has announced' that be .fhools. from the rural, district school paying him $5 a week. Then Captain
Mr. Miller is now attending a con-- ; follow an action instituted properly
be
to
made
of
use
for
benefit
the
the
of
with
If
flat.
by
hung
stripes
for B II offered h.m $o a week to go
th: ,,ate ""'versttv. beTaxa ion
in Washington with reference state attorney general to determine any political party. It is a gigantic hung
izonlal, Union should be in upper would not he a candidate for tlie to,''"J.'1
a civil eng.ine.nng gang,
anJ sho,1,',
"nnn
PrPosej
in oi.no itinn
io iinuius useiui occupations
ior the question.
wherein the Amen- - left comer...
If hung perpcudim- - senatorial nomination
decreased for years to come. he job was the drudgery of simply
Ti. Catron
wounded soldiers who will return
of this!"0
jean people united and in close co- -' larly, Union should be in upper right to Mr. Fall. T.
vve s"ou,a n,a" an x,ra
carrying- cnains ana driving pegs.
from the battlefront.
e,," am.to 'But
city, would l.ke the honor.
NEW MEXICO ONE OF BIG
operation, taithtully adhering to' corner.
an extra sacrifice, if necessary,
within six months the boy who
When the Flag is carried in
'Pr'"ciplc, are to furnish the balance
of
school
our
.
gave nothing short of his best was
;keep every department
WAY,!of power which will bring victory, ade, or when crossed with other
$12S,0M ROAD IN QUAY
work at highest efficiency during the boss of a gang.
SO THE FORESTS CAN GROW;war; because in doing that we not
COUNTY ON OZARK TRAIL
Charlie Schwab the doer, hid he- ,wth Ruarantees of peace flags, the Stars and Stripes should
..!a!,r1, , edom henceforth for all peo- - always be at the right.
"
,
.Jl presentation
l:Vi,L
only are doing the right thing for
gun to climb. He had begun to ....
make
J he
.....
lnd
surI'1"
a"
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countries.
Forbidden
United
Use
Commercial
k
i M.
biological
A gravel surfaced road 22 miles to .!....:( ,.t
v,il,u
. i,;. ......
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.t,.
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o.c .:u ...uiiM.y i
....
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..1
,
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...t...
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cost about $125,000 is planned from jro to the battleship named for our
v ";
I'opmous uimign arc taking the sanest course to anlthe world,
out
strife for two years, the use- of and spetiucaiiy
representation nf the httle known kangaroo rats and other j winning the war. and to make! From that time-hi- s
rise was rapid
Konioya 10 lucumcan, wuay county, state, appears to have been again end political
of which period M us hone, Flag tn any manner or in any con- - nocturnal predatory rodents, that proper
The state highway commission will postponed iust when the ceremony;
provision for meeting the big Within another year he was chief
advertise for bids to be opened Sep-- ; w, to be held, by the 'fact that the vi! witness the end of the war. Wny nection with merchandise for sale, horde the seed of trees and destroy problems we must solve after the engineer ami assistant manaqer of
tember first for this construction. :, hip was put into dry dock for war not agree to let the statu quo con-- 1 The Flag should be raised at sun- - good grasses. They estimate there war is over.
ithe Edgar Thompson steel work
tintie for two years as to all state, rise and lowered at sunset.
It are four of these kangaroo rats with
It was with the idea of bringing' and at the age of 25 he was sunerin-MslriBy eventually connecting Las Vegas fittings.
their
and
officers.
Th's! should not be displayed on stormy
long hind legs, on an average home to the readers of N w Mexico tendent.. of the Homestead
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and the San.
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road,, rt wa's planned to have ibe vllU
be done through constitution-- ; days or. except when under fire of .per acre.
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In the hort space of a few years
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reports
highway
providing that a 6 months should impel them to follow the tra- - against prairie dogs, may be used common school system
It shows the the one time hov who bad 1. an.'eH t.
which is under way and for which to Senator
Isaac Barth chairman of stitution, must
betoro. an ditions of the Army and Nayy in to eradicate them.
the engineering has been completed the committee which selected the penon
fim equipment for trainin.; teachers, do things and do them richt had
elapse
Primar- for making soldiers, for giving tcchni-- ! climbed and scrambled over
are among the subjects being taken costly silver service, is that the pres- amendment is voted upon after the this sundown ceremonial.
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ARMY AND THE MARINES
Ntw, as to our federal officials, we
Must Not Touch Ground
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Undoubtedly thev BORDER RAID SUFFERERS
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and aggregate 11,086 with tht inclu- - Fall. United States Senator, and Hon touch the ground
resent any effort to economire. even $71,000 it civilian relief from damage
Mexican, indicate that the grain
Banner" received applications from ten
117 William B. Walton, member of Con"Star
When
the
of
Spangled
the war. at the expense of, done in the Villa raids in Augist
list,
taAonoAo!s,on
army
todays
giving
tal for the state may reach
One
tors
who
a
wish to enter practice. Their necessary educational equipment, an 1912. A senate conference committee
republican and the oth- is played, or sung, uncover, stand
and the marine corps list giv gress.
this year. An increase in total valua- names
a
er
democrat.
Both
are
53
Total deaths, includbeing considered.
patriotic and and remain standing, IN SILENCE, applications
they will, we belirve. lend th'ir sup-- 1 this week reported favorably on the
tions of fully $5,000,000 on all lines ing 291 names.
men lost at sea, men killed thorough Americans, and actively in until it is finished.
Port 'o those wtio insist that this passage of the bill in that body after
ing
of property is predicted.
the
HOSPITALS
exTO
CARE
FOR
conclusion
of
clothed
with
the
the
at
harness,
being
in
Applause
action, died of wounds, disease,
'equipment be maintained and devel-- ! repeatedly rejecting it.
Santa Fe county alone will increase accident
in
SOLDIERS'
WITH
BAD
is
matters
LUNGS
perience
of
relative
vhe
"Star
to
out
number
and
Banner",
other
Spangled
causes,
oped as rapidly as possible along the
in valuations from one half to three 4.414
A VALUABLE MAN
place.
.
army men, 3.917; marines, 497. war since its inception.
present rational lines. It is for your!
7Z
,
fourths of a million. Taos may show The wounded
Why., not both political parties
Worn out and useless flags should
total ot :iu soldiers dismissed child and mine that this educational:
aggregate 6.169 army
a gain of a million, and Rio Ariba
irom active service mostly at Camp equipment is being built up and this
Mr. Fall's knowledge of Mexico
men, 5.200; marines. 969. Those miss- agree to maintain the present con- be destroyed by burning.
probably up to a million and a half. ing in action, including
A Flag torn or frayed by the wind Kearny at Linda Vista and now in educational work done. We are for land .New Mexico makes him a valu-i- t.
prisoners, to- ditions. Let both Senator Fall and
These gains will be partially offset tal
New
who
Walton
claim
503
Mexico,
that they
or weather 'should never again be
be
We are proud of th? progress it able man in the senate and inciden-harmy men, 452; marines, 51. Representative
by stock lossea due to drouth this
since
Of the week's increase, 438 were by the consent and will of all poli- hoisted until it has been repaired. have developed tuberculosis
made. We will insist that it con-- : taly he looks after the welfare of
year, especially in the southwest
tical
listinduction
without
their
to
a
is
Let
are
of
the
the
265
This
both.,
in
Killed
men and
marines.
army,
opposition.
tinue to progress along sane, com-- , his state. The democrats must put
parties
regulation
The state tax commission will open" army
in
all
ed
files
kent
Governor
bv
and
should
be
and
also
and
being
numbered
state,
district,
action
mon
sense tines, until our New Mex-- . up their
and
other
Navy
predeaths
Army
man in order
county
a session on next Monday the 15th
who is in corresondence ico educational equipment is as good, to get him strongest
("Lindsey,
those wounded totalled 302 and cinct officers continue for two years followed by all civilians.
out of the senate. Tula
to adjust complaints against unequal 285,
and
federal
have
with
no
115.
election
the
author.
longer,
or
ties
as
poas
broad
the
of
as
requestand
that
Tribune,
missing
prisoners
through,
anv;rosa
assessments. San Juan county is the
The army casualties summary, as litical strife this year.
ing that the government bear at state in the union. New Mexico
CHAUTAUQUA SEASON OPENS
first in the state to send in a com
The energy, the wire pulling, the
IN CAPITAL ON THURSDAY least part of their hospital expenses. Ruralist.
(
announced
follows:
Mortoriration of field artillery
officially
todiy,
plete assessment roll for the year.
He claims that since these men were
the scandals, the
Killed .in action (including 291 tost qnareling,
will be carried to a greater extent
medical
evenand
3:00
someand
for
passed by
boards, acting
SILVER SPECULATORS BARRED n the American army than in any
at sea, 1j674l died of wounds, 532;
everything else
Every afternoon at
SANTA FE HAS OLD TIME
the government they are now a feddied of disease, 1,322; died of acci- times made use of in political cam- ing at 8:00 the programs of the
The Fall amendment to the sitver .other army engaged in the war. Not
eral
Some
circuit
will
of
them
are
FOURTH OF JULY DOINGS dent and other causes, 489; wounded paigns be substituted by united efin
charge.
chautauqna
purchase bill is expected to work to only will a far greater amount of
in action, S?); missing in action fort to win the war, and win it now. be attended in Santa Fe. The young acute need of hospital attention. Oth- thr great advantage of American moto requipment be provided in
In this manner can we achieve Kip- ladies who appeared in concert ers are doing light labor, but need
A series of sprints, potato and sack (including prisoners), 452. Total,
as it confines the purchases portion to the strength of the Army,
ling's definition of the essentials Thursday evening were entertained medical care.
races and other features constituted
to American silver. Rumor has it but it will be used for work where
The Governor has written ten hos that certain interests had a nice tot armies now in the field
diversions for a large crowd around
The marine corps casualty sum- necessary for success, "The everlast-i- n with a dance at the Elks following
sole- team work of every blooming the show. Among a varied a"nd in- pitals of the state which since 1890 of Mexican silver ready to unload ly upon horse power and depend
the plaza of Santa Fe on the fourth mary follows:
man power.
have
unusual
of
That's
been
win
the
merit
the war teresting program,
of July. Addresses by Secretary of
receiving about $30000 on the market as soon as the
way to
Deaths, 497; wounded, 969; in soul,"
this year the dramatic production from the state funds each year ask- went up to the right point, and price
State Antonio Lucero, and Deputy hands of enemy, 2; missing, 49. Total, and. win it now.
this Statewide prohibition in Texas is
It is op to the republicans; it is "The Climax" stands as its name ing them to make a special patriotic is now barred by
Sheriff George Armijo popular veter- L517.
the Fall amend- now in full force and effect. If yon
an of the Spanish war sounded the
Officers' included in the marine up to the democrats; it is np to ev- would indicate as the premier at- effort to care for these men. The ment.
think it doesn't prohibit, try to slip
miners hosital at Raton has respondA quarter a day will keep
ery citizen to decide if it is through traction of the week.
serious and patriotic note of Independ- corns sammanry were :
into El Paso with a half dozen
ed notably, offering to take as many away and in a few months will drive bottles of beer in your car. It's pint
ence Day in ringing phrases freightDeaths. 21: wounded, 28; missing, snch measures should be adonted.
safe
Anmm
,
ed with emotion and apeaL Dances 9 TtiA a in imtfltm
in, l If you do, pet busy with Governor party leaders. Get busy with the as 75 patients. Three other" hospitals him away back into his own coun- b:t that youll change your mind and
heard
from give far less gratifying try which is the place to finish his learn something. Las Cruces CiU
were held at the armory and Elks club note the number of officers includ-- 1 Lindsey to call an extra session of rank and file. Let every town and
war foT him.
ed.
Ith legislature. Get busy with the hamlet give exression to its desire. reports.
zcn.
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in the evening.
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Nashville, Tenn., July 10. At least
persons, most of them negroes,
lost their lives In a head-ocollision
between two passenger trains on the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
railway, seven miles west of Nashville.
Nashville hospitals are crowded
with the injured, who number mure
As the engineers
than seventy-five- .
and firemen of both trains were killed
the cause of the collision may never
be known.

Predict Record Corn Crop.
Washington. A reduction of 40,000,-00bushels in the prospective wheat
harvest was shown in the Department
of Agriculture's July forecast, which Is
891,000,000 bushels, compared with
931,000,000 bushels forecast In June.
Deterioration during June reduced the
prospective winter wheat crop by
bushels and the spring wheat
crop by 10,000,000 bushels. The corn
harvest promises to be the largest on
record with a total of 3.160,000,000
bushels.

0

Tramway Fares Probable.
Washington. The President has before him recommendations of the war
labor board, which if carried out, and
everyone expects that he will O. K.
minthem, will probably mean a
imum street carfare for American
cities.

l'nlun Newb Service.
A serious counter
London, July
revolution has broken out in Moscow,
9.

Wolff buaccording to a
reau telegram dated on Sunday from
Moscow and transmitted to
Comby the Kxchange Telegraph
pany's correspondent at Copenhagen.
Fighting of great severity look place
in the streets between the Holsheviki
troops and Social Revolutionaries.
A message received in Loudon from
the Russian wireless service, dated
Sunday evening at Moscow, says that
a counter revolution was started in
the Russian capital, but that it had
Several hundred
been suppressed.
Russians, including the Social Revolutionary leader, Alexandrovitch, have
been arrested at Moscow.
Nikolai Lenlne, the Holshevik premier, is, endeavoring to placate the
Germans by appointing an "extraordinary commission of investigation," to
probe the death of Count von Mirbaeh. The commission is beaded by
Comrade I'eters.
As soon as Emperor William heard
j. the assassination of Count von Mirbaeh, the German ambassador to Russia, according to an Exchange Telegraph dispatch from Russia, he ordered Secretary von Kuehlmann to
break off negotiations with the delegates in Berlin.
semi-offici-

Washington, July 9. Fighting took
place in Moscow between Holshevik
forces and Revolutionary Socialists,
following the assassination of Count
von Mirbaeh, the German ambassador,
according to an official dispatch from
Switzerland.
On leaving the German embassy,
the dispatch says, the assassins took
refuge in a house occupied by the revolutionary Socialists. This building
was defended by machine nuns.
ALLIES TO OUTNUMBER

FOES.

Hun Forces Estimated at 2,842,000 and
Entente at 3,500,000.

Sec. Baker Abolishes War Council,

N

i

of War
Secretary
Washington
Baker formally abolished the War
Council and turned over its principal
functions to the assistant secretaries
of war, Gen. March, chief of staff, and
Maj. Gen. Goethals, assistant chief of
staff, in charge of purchases, storage
and traffic.

Two Children Burn to Death.
Snowflake, Ariz. Two children of
Mr. and Mrs. John Dewitt, a girl, aged
8, and a boy, aged 4, were burned to
stroke completely paralyzed the left death here when the DeVVitt home
side and as the right side had been was destroyed by fire. Two other
partly paralyzed since a similar at- boys, aged 12 and 10, in trying to res

tack ten years ago. no hope had been cue the others, received burns which

held for his recovery since he lapsed will prove fatal.
into unconsciousness June 30.
Reichstag Passes Rumania Peace Pact
Trenton, S. C, July 5. Funeral serAmsterdam. The Reichstag
has
for
vices for Benjamin R. Tillman,
passed the peace treaty and suppler
years United States mentary treaties with Rumania, acnearly twenty-fousenator from South Carolina, who died cording to a Berlin dispatch. The In
In Washington, were held July 3, in dependent Socialists voted against all
the Presbyterian church here. Burial the treaties.
was made In a nearby cemetery.
Report Cabinet of Holland to Resign.
Senate Approves Army Nominations.
The Dutch cabinet
Rotterdam.
Washington. Nominations of eight will place the resignation of its mem
be
to
genermajor
generals
brigadier
bers in the hands of Queen W'ilhel
als In the national army, and of forty-on- e mina, says the Nieuwe Rotterdam- colonels to be brigadier generals sche Courant.
were confirmed by the Senato.
Explosion Kills Two, Scalds Three.
British Casualties 17,336.
Frankfort, Mich. Three men were
London British casualties reported killed and two seriously scalded In an
during the week ending June 6 reach- explosion of a steam pipe on the Ann
Arbor car ferry No. 6 here.
ed an aggregate of 17,336.
Major John P. Mltchel Killed.
Lake Charles, La Maj. John Pur-roMitchel, former mayor of New
York City and an officer in the aviation section of the signal corps, was
instantly killed at Gerstner field when
scout plane
he fell from a single-seate- r
at a height of about 600 feet.

Miners Get Wage Raise.
Butte, Mont The mining companies
operating in Butte, Anaconda and
Great Falls announced an increase of
50 cents a day In the wages of miners.
Under this scale miners will receive
$5.75 a day.

Rumanian Senate Wants Hun Peace.
Amsterdam. The Rumanian Senate
has adopted the German peace treaty,
according to Bucharest advices. The
vote was unanimous.

Boston. The rescue by an American
patrol boat of 700 troops from the Canadian troop ship City of Vienna,
wrecked off the Atlantic coast, was reported here.

Twenty Norwegian Ships 8unk In June
London. Twenty Norwegian vessels
aggregating 26,833 gross tons, were
casunk during June, according to
blegram received by the Norwegian
men are reported
legation. Thirty-onmissing durtog that month and axe
supposed to hate lost their lives.

Three Negro Soldiers Hanged.
negro
Camp Dodge, Iowa. Three
of
soldiers, convicted by
"assaulting and outraging" a
white girl on the cantonment
grounds the night of May 34, were
hanged here with virtually the entire
division witnessing the executions.

y

Six-Ce-

e

Kuehlmann Quits as Secretary.
Miss Rankin to Run for Senate.
Copenhagen. Emperor William has
Jean-nettconsented to the resignation of Dr.
Washington. Representative
Rankin of Montana announced
Richard von Kuehlmann, the German
abe will make the race for United
foreign secretary.
States senator this fall.
Von

e

U. 8. Patrol Rescues 700 Canadians.
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Louis. The singing of 2
four Chinese who may have
been chanting a deatn song as a
Wultrs Newspaper Union News Srvlc.
they stood lined up against a
wall at tbe point of a revolver 2
DENVER MARKET.
so disconcerted one of the two S
Cattle.
hold-umen that be dropped X Fat ateera choice to prime, 116.001 17.04
soori
to choice. 14.(01 .16.7$
Fat
steers,
half bis loot
14.26
steers, fair to good . . . 11.001
6atelfers,
11.001 fll.oe
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prim
12.60
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to
eood
li.ooi
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lannIn
a
"covered" the four
0.601 10.76
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common to lair . . . 7.001 9.00
dry while tbe second started for
towi,
12.001 16.26
Veal calves
the cash drawer. The Chinese
7.50 110.00
Bulla
112.00
started singing. Both bandits
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0.601 110.60
to
fair
Feeders,
gnod
then fled.
0.26
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OVERTAKE HUBBY

With the British Army in France,
July 9. In. the German counter attack
of Maj. Gen. against tbe positions gained by tbe
A new photograph
Officer Transferred So Rapidly It
Enoch H. Crowder, United States pro- Austrians around Hamel two Amerivost marshal general.
cans and five Australians 'were capKeeps Bride on the
tured by the enemy. Volunteers were
Jump.
called for and an American party
EXCURSION BOAT SINKS brought back the captured men and a
German officer, while twelve AustraHempstead, L. L Almost equaling
lians brought the number of Germans Longfellow's tale of "Evangeline," are
COLUMBIA OVERTURNS AND GOES
the strange experiences of Mrs. Wilprisoners to fifty.
liam Whaling, wife of Captain WhalDOWN IN ILLINOIS RIVER.
Continuing their aggressive defense ing, formerly a cavalry officer. After
in the face of the Impending offensive, Dearly three years of traveling she
Tore Great Hole in Side and Loss of the French have attacked southwest tlnaily met ber husband at Camp Mills
Life Due to Panic of 450 PasFrom the eastern side recently.
of Sois8ons.
About three years ago, soon after
sengers on Board.
of the Hetz forest, north of Longpont,
the French have advanced over a front their wedding, Captain Whaling was
of approximately two miles, taking transferred from tbe Pacific coast to
With
Peoria, 111., July
He left his
the Philippine islands.
Chavigny farm and the slopes to the
bodies recovered and tne total numb-j- r
tirlde of three months with the Idea
of dead estimated at 100 to 150 per- north and south of It. Several hundred
f having her follow by a later steamsons, government, state and county of- prisoners were captured by the French ship after he had obtained suitable
ficials began searching inquiries into in their sudden attack.
This may be linked with the recent junrters. Delays followed, and it was
the cause of the wreck of the excurMrs. Whaling left
offensive operations at St. Pierre Algle iome months before
sion steamer Columbia, Friday.
and gives the French a new front line to join him.
Two weeks before the time the
Peoria, 111., July 6. The number fromLongpont north to Ambleny, a steamship on which she was traveling
lost by the sinking of the Columbia is distance of almost eight miles.
as due In tbe Philippines, Captain
Australians astride the Somme east
placed at 175 by the chief of police of
was ordered back to the
iVhallng
Pekin. A message from him says his of Amiens and north of Hamel have states. Unknown to each other their
estimate Is based on information gath- swept back the enemy over a front of
passed In the middle of the
ered as to the probable number of more than a mile and straightened out ships and
Mrs. Whaling on her arrival
Gerheld
the
awkward
an
angle
by
passengers carried.
ber husband had
and it Manila found that
mans since the Australians
ordered back to America.
leen
of
6.
Hundreds
111.,
lines
forward
Americans carried their
Peoria,
July
Cnble messages from him caused
people are believed to have been July 4.
aer to return immediately. On reachsteamer
excursion
drowned when the
Berlin mentions local attacks in the
San Francisco she learned that her
Columbia overturned In the Illinois Clignon sector, which is held by Amer- ing
husband had been transferred to one
of
here
last
river five miles south
icans, and between the Marne and 9f the forts In the extreme northern
night. All available nurses and phy- Rhelms.
section of Alaska.
sicians have been summoned from
Italian forces in Albania have struck
When ' she
Again she started.
Pekin, 111., which Is near the Bcene of hard at Austrian positions along the reached
Yukon
the
disappointment
The boat Jammed Voyusa (Vojutza) river, which flows
the accident.
ignln followed, her husband having
against the Peoria side of the river In into the Adriatic about twenty miles been
ordered back to the states to Join
a fog and tore a huge hole in the bow north of the town of Avlona, one of the
of the boat. It sank almost imme- most
Ain
southern
Important places
diately.
lbania.
Vienna admits that the AusAs soon as the news reached Peoria trian "advanced
posts have been withrelief parties were organized. Every drawn
main positions."
their
Jo
doctor in the city who could be
In the north the residents of the
was directed to report to the
Murman region have thrown aside the,
depot. A special train was made up
at once and rushed to the scene of authority of the Bolshevik government
at Moscow and joined the entente althe disaster.
war
There were I'D excursionists on lies. There is a great amount of
board the boat when it left Alfresco supplies In this region, and American,
French and British forces are guardpark, Peoria, on the return trip to
Pekin. The boat ran into the Peoria ing it, while German and Finnish
shore in a fog that was prevailing. armies have been reported advancing
It backed away and began sinking im- in force northward from Finland. The
mediately, water rushing in through Murman coast offers a starting point
fo rallied operations in Russia.
a large bole in the bow.
Loss of life is said to have resulted
Washington. American troops aclargely from the panic that followed
immediately on the boat as It began tually on the fighting lines in Europe
about July 1 numbered 251,000, acto sink.
cording to information given by Gen.
March, chief of staff, and other memWilson to Veto $2.40 Wheat Pries.
bers of the war council at their weekWashington, July 8. President Wilthe
son will veto the annual agricultural ly conference with members of refSenatev
committee. "With
appropriation bill because of tin lider erence military
to the American program, we
agreed to by both Senate and House, have embarked 1,000,000 men, and
the
minimum
guargovernment
fixing
now we are going after the second
anteed wheat price at $2.40 a bushel.
million," said Gen. March.
Officials estimated that if the $2.40
price for wheat is approved, tbe price
Paris, July 8. Germany will send
of flour would be increased by approx three
army corps to the aid of Ausimately $2 a barrel, with an increase of tria, according to a Rome dispatch.
from 2 to 3 cents in the price of a loaf
of bread.
The Italians have succeeded in clear- Their
Ships Passed In the Middle of
ing the Austrians out of a very considthe Pacific.
House Votes Greek Victims (40,000.
erable part of the terrain the eneny
of
$40,000
General
Washington.
Payment
Pershing Into Mexico. Meanhad been clinging to nar tho north
by the United States to Greece for in- mouth of the Piave, between the new time the Yukon was frozen and weeks
juries suffered by Greek citizens at and old beds of the river.
elapsed before navigation was reOmaha Feb. 21, 1909, during race riots,
In hard fighting the Austrian resist- sumed. The return trip was made by
is authorized by a bill passed by the ance was
broken in the area close to slow stages, and Mrs. Whaling finally
Senate and sent to the House.
tbe Adriatic, General Diaz's troops reached El Paso, Tex., where a commoving the invaders across the new munication from her husband Informed
Columbia Death Toll Totals 82.
bed from Grisolera to the sea, approx- her that he had passed the border and
9.
111.,
With the recov
Peoria,
Mexico for some time.
July
imately five miles. Vienna admits a would be in
more
two
bodies Monday after loss
ery of
Mrs. Whaling waited In Texas some
of ground here.
noon, the death list of the steamer CoThere is nothing but compliments weeks, expecting the return of her
lumbia disaster was increased to
only to be again disappointed by
for
tbe Americans upon the occasion
.
elgbty-twoSeventeen
persons are of their first appearance In an attack learning that months would elapse bestill officially reported missing.
side by side with British troops. To fore the return of the American forces.
the
Australians who formed the major When Captain Whaling's regiment
Admiral Dewey's Sister Dies.
Ohio camp Mrs.
of the force which carried out finally reached Its
portion
Mrs.
Vt
Montpelier,
who had been wltb ber relaMary the brilliant Fourth of
Whaling,
on
attack
July
Greeley, sister of Admiral George
tives In Kansas City, started for Ohio.
Dewey, died at her home here. She the Amiens front, northeast of
To her consternation she learned that
is
conceded
the
larger two hours before' her husband bad left
was 79 years of age.
unpart of the glory. The hitherto
Island. She then came, east
tried American troops are coming in for Long
Natlvea Build Alaska Road.
and was trying to learn the
express
by
Susltna, Alaska. Alaska natives are for the highest praise for the part they location of ber husband's regiment at
to be employed on the railroad tbe took in tbe fighting through Hamel.
Mills when she met an army ofDetails of the Americans' ""behavior Camp
United States government U building
ficer with whom she was acquainted in
indicate that In fighting Bpirit and ef the
from Seward to Fairbanks.
Philippines. After some search
fectiveness In pushing back tbe enemy
and Mrs. Whaling met In front
Germans Hold 72 American Prisoners. they were tot excelled even by the tra- Captain
of bis tent
o
veterans
seasoned
Names
of
seventy-twditionally gallant,
Washington.
additional American soldiers held in in whose company tbey received their
NAVY
anin
were
prison camps
baptism of fire. Their losses are re- EATS HIS WAY INTO THE
Germany
nounced by the War Department.
ported to have been extremely light
Thrice Rejected Because He was Un
Wire Control BUI In 8enate.
der Weight Six Meals Dally
Washington. Austrian losses in the
Gets Him Through.
Washington. Tbe Senate Interstate recent unsuccessful offensive against
commerce committee Monday decided Italy and during tbe Italian counter
Denver, Colo. Thrice rejected by
to report, without holding bearings tbe offensive are estimated at between
House resolution authorising the Pres- 200,000 and 260,000, including at least the United States navy because he was
ident to take over telegraph,
tele- 50,000 killed, In an official dlspatcr under weight, Charles F. Galigher bat
literally eaten his way into the servphone, cable and radio systems during from Rome.
ice of the nation. On his third rejecthe war.
tion Galigher Ignored Hoover and high
London, July 8. The Australian
McGill Named Register.
prices and started out on a
troops advanced their line northeast
schedule, with no exercise. WithWashington. William R. McGill was of Vlllers Bretonneux on a front of
weight
nominated by President Wilson as reg- 2,000 yards, according to Field Mar- in 30 days he made the navy
sent to
to spare. He was
ister of the land office at Fort Sumner, shal Haig's report from British head- with pounds
'
Norfolk, Va, for training.
N. M.
quarters in France.
e
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Lambs
Ewee
Spring lambs

16.26

.116.25

ll.OOf 100-

17.756 1S.60

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.

B, Denver, Carload Price.
Hajr.
Sarins Prices.
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 15.0016.00
16.00
V. O.

Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16. 00 fi
Prairie liuv. Colorado and
15.00$
Nebraska, per ton
16. COS
ton
Timothy, per ton
H.ooi
Alfalfa, per
18.006
South Park, per ton
uu unison
per ton.m.uu
valley,
Straw, uer ton
Uraia.
Oata, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. .$2.60
2.60
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
1. 21
Corn chop. Buck, selling
6 25
Corn In sack, selling
1.06
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Uran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.67
Flwur.
Hungarian Patent, VH lbs., sacked
64.76
subject to46discount
lbs., sacked, subject
Hungarian,
1.1614
to discount
POULTRY.

Dressed Poultry.
The
prices on live poultry
K .u. 11. Denver:
are netfollowing
SO
012
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24
J25
Turkeys, old toma
20 tf22
Turkeys, choice
27
Hens, lb
.
30
27
Ducks, young
Geese
....25 027
15 to' 16
Roosters
IJve Pealtry.
10
U
Roosters, lb
2I
21
10
lbs., or over
Turkeys,
24
11
Hens
25 627
Ducks, young
SO
Ducklings, lb
22 (ft 24
Geese
1
2
40
38
to
to
lbs
Broilers,
Ecus.
Ekks. graded No. 1 net, F. O.
B. Denver
14
Ekks, graded No. 2 net, P, O.
B. Denver
25
Huttf-r- .

41
Creameries ex. 1st grade, lb.
41
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
89
Process
81 (5 32
Packing stock
Fruit.
Appk'B, Colo., fancy, box
$2.003.0
2.
crate
Lioostfberries,
crt. 2.6oSl.00
Cherries, Col., pie,
3.004.00
Strawberries, home, pts
Vegetables,
10
12V4
Asparagus, lb
12, 00&18.00
Beans, navy, cwt
6.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
16
16
Beans, lima, lb
10
12
Beans, green, lb
Wax beans
35
30
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches
4.00
Beets, new, cwt
6.60
Carrots, cwt
10
16
Cauliflower, lb
60
Lettuce, head
50(y.
40
60
Lettuce, curly, doc
25
2041)
Onions, table, doz
1.65
Onions, Crystal Wax .... 1 .25
doz
20
164!'
Parsley,
10
Peas, Colo., lb
1 OOifi)
2.oo
Potatoes, cwt
17
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 15
1 25(10
1.50
Turnips, cwt
doz.
26
30
bunch
Colo.,
Turnips,

MISCELLANEOUS

MAHKETS.

Prices for Metals.
Haw York. Lead 16.00 to 1.06 .
625.62
Copper
Silver
St. Louis. Spelter $8.608.70.
Bar silver, 48d per ounce.
London.
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates,
60 per cent, $22.00to 22.50
per unit.
Crude ores, 60 per cent, S?2.00to:25.00;
25 per cent, $12.00
12.50: 10 per cent,

9c.

J9.40tol2.20.

Suarar.
York.
New
Suitar
CentrifuuaL
1.055c; fin granulated, 7.50c.

The Bostan Wool Market.
Wool Scoured basin;
Fine, twelve months, $1.72
1.75; fine, eight months, $1.60tol.55.
d
Territory Fine staple, $l.kU;
combing,
$1.G31.68;
1.4041. 46; fine
combing,
fine medium
clothing, 61.65tol.70;
clothing, $1.6541 1.60.
Pulled lixtra, $1,804( 1.85; AA, $1.70
Boston.

Texas

half-bloo-

4

1.80; A Bupers, 61.604H.65.

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Wheat No. 1 red, $2.32;
Chicago.
3 red, $2.20.
Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.77; No. 8 yel-

No.

low, $1.70
1.63.

1.72;

3
o.
78 6 70c.

Oats-N-

No.

white,

77

4

yellow,

$1.67

78

c: stand,

94

ard,
Barley $1.0001.10.
Timothy $5.007.60.
Lard $25.95.
Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Hogs Bulk of sales, $16.80
Chicago.
17.30; pack17.30; butchers, $16.95
ing, $16.30017.00; light, $17.00 17.40;
$16.25
$15,764(16.26;
piga,
rough,
16.60.
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
me, $16. 504118. 00; common and
butcher stock,
$11.7516.60j
cowa and
heifers, $7.8514.50; canner.
and cutters, $6.85 7.86; Blockers and
good, choice and fancy, $10.40
feeders,
4r 13.00; common
and medium, $8.00
10.40; veal calves, good and choice,
$16.00 16.75.
Sheep Idaho lambs sold at $18.75.
Batter, Bess. Patataea and Poultry.
Butter
Chicago
Creamery, 38
41 He. Eggs Firsts. 36S7c; ordinary
firsts. 84 to 36c; at mark, cases Included, 83$86c, Potatoes Louisiana, Arkansas and Oklahoma Triumphs, $2.60
6 1. HO; do., white, $2.602.76; California, white, $2.76; California, red,
65.75
6.00.
$3.00: Virginia, barrels.
Poultry Fowls, !8Vc; springs, 3338c
Llnsecs.
Duluth, Minn. Linseed $4.04 0 4.06:
to arrive, $4.04; July, $4.04 bid; September, $4.08 askad; October, $3.98 14
asked; November, $3.91.
RIDES AND PELTS.
Pound.
J 8c
Flint, butcher, lb.
Flint, fallen, lb
to
Flint, bull and stab, lb
u0
and glue, lb
Flint, culls lb
hides,
8alt
202tc
to
Horse hides,
price of green salt.
Green Salted, Cared Hides.
Over 40 lbs., lb
lie
Under 60 lbs., lb.
lZtj lJc
Glue hides and skins, lb.
ioc
Bulla and stags, lb.
810c
Part cured, lb.
iQ )eH
Green, 2c lb. less than cured.
FUnt
Pelta.
Dry
Wool pelts, lb
tail 45c
Short wool pelts .'
87 40c
No.
Butcher shearlings.
1, lb...
27c
No. 1 Murrain shearings, lb....
loo
Bucks, aaddlea and pieces at value.
Tallew aad Grease.
t
Pickpockets In Masquerade.
Prima rendered tallow, lb
10011a
1 tallow, lbs.
No.
10 lie
n
Two
Omaha, Neb.
No. 1 tallow, lb
tOlOo
young men who admitted to the police Brown and yellow tallow grease
lb.
tOlOc
been
had
the
In
togs
masquerading
they
Onlf aad Kl Creea Salted.
of the opposite sex were sentenced to
Calfskin, salted
is lie
60 days In JaiL
liSlTo
i
Vk
. The young
men. testified they bad gK,p-Jija
each
$1.25
1.50
come to the city to seek employment
60
76c
Slunka, each
No.
to
feminine
eack
1,
attire
Horse
.85.60
6
ply
00
They adopted
No. 2, eaoh
.64. 606 00
their trade 'at picking the pockets of Horse
Glue and pony, each
$2.6008 00
eateh
their unsuspecting admirers.
Colt,
jo 60e
Grewa Salted Pelta.
Frequent reports to the police of
female pickpockets led to their un- Lamb and sheep, each ......$0c$2 SO
each
,
Erlng lamb,each
doing. Both bad gentle voices.
............ ISttse
isaitn
bus-ban- d,

Villers-Bretonneu-

Senate Agrees on Prohibition Bill.
Washington. Legislation to prohibit the sale of distilled liquors, wine
and beer after Jan. 1, 1919, and to prohibit the manufacture of wine and
beer after Nov. 1 next was agreed
upon by the Senate agriculture comwnn
deana
order to aeai
mutiny
mittee. The legislation is proposed as
sertion.
a substitute for the pending Norrls
amendment to the emergency agriculSultan Mohammed V. Dead.
Cardinal Martinelli la Dead.
tural appropriation bill which would
Amsterdam.
Mohammed V, Sul stop the sale of distilled liquor and
MartiRome. Cardinal Sebastian
nelli, prefect of the Sacred Congrega- tan of Turkey, died July I, says a wins on June SO, 1918, and prohibit the
tion of Rites, and former delegate to Constantinople
dispatch received manufacture of beer three months after tbe bill becomes a law.
here by way of Vienna.
tbe United States, is desd.
court-marti-

HOLD-U- P

TAKES 3 YEARS TO

Western Newspaper

3,500,-000-

125

Basic Coke Prices Established.
Washington. Basic prices on coke
were established by the Fuel Administration at 14.60 to $6.50.

VIENNA

BREAK IN NEGOTIATIONS

forlh-comin-

e

Nation Takes Over
Denver. The Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs railway, which owns all
the lines serving the Cripple Creek
district except the Short Line, on
which it has a lease, has been taken
over by the federal government and
will be operated by officials to be
named by Hale Holden, regional director for the mountain district.

MURDER

Washington. Figures compiled here
South Carolina Statesman Succumbs of official German and allied reports
indicate that the allied armies in
to Cerebral Hemorrhage.
France will far outnumber those of
United States Sen- General Ludendorff when the
Washington.
German drive is launched.
ator llenjamin R. Tillman, veteran
of twenty-fou- r
years' service in Con- Germany will marshal 2,842,00(1 men,
gress and chairman of the .Senate and the allies will have at least
it is believed.
naval affairs committee, died at his
These figures are based upon pubhome here as the result of a cerebral
hemorrhage, suffered June 27. The lished reports in Germany which state
that the French and British now have
approximately eleven divisions, or
men. To this must be added
the American force of 1,000,000 in
round numbers, and the Italian, Bel
gian and Portuguese troops. Aa the
forces of the last three mentioned
countries are not large and will undoubtedly be offset by divisions which
the Germans will send to the western
front later, they are not calculated in
the total strength of the allies.

Over Hundred Dead and Seventy-FivHurt as passengers Crash Together
in Suburb of Nashville, Tenn.

C. C. A C. S.

Mir-bac-

SENATOR TILLMAN IS DEAD.

COLLIDE

Wilson Advises Allies of Plans.
Washington, July in, Entente governments, through their embassies in
Washington, are now fully advised of
the views of the Washington administration as to the best means of carrying out President Wilson's pledge lo
"stand behind Russia." It is understood that a project is taking shape
which it is hoped will counteract German influence and lead the people to
rehabilitate theniselves without exciting distrust of the unselfish motives
which lie behind it.

,

I'aris, July 8. Gen. fount von
Herman ambassador lo Russia,
in Moscow, aclias been assnu-lnatccording to a Berlin report received by
the Havas agency. Two unknown
men a: lied for an audience wltii the
German ambassador Saturday morning, then attai keu him, wounding him
with shuts from a revolver. They followed this by throwing grenades.
Von Mirbaeh died almost insmntly.
The assassins fled and have not been
arrested.
Copenhagen. The entire population
of the Murmansk coast ion the Kola
peninsula bordering the White sea and
the Arctic) has broken with Russia
and joined the entente, according to
a dispatch to Vardoe, Norway, to the
Christiana Tidens Tegn. A supply of
provisions from the. United States has
arrived at Murmansk, the dispatch
says.

Hrest-Litovs-

TRAINS

AUSTRALIANS GAIN GROUND ON
BOTH SIDES OF SOMME, AS
HUNS PLAN NEW DRIVE

ROUSES SOCIALISTS TO OPEN OUTBREAK
IN M08COW STREETS.

MIRBACH'S

Nei Srvlc.

It is believed that, acting in accord
with the wishes of the allied council
which met at Versailles, military action will be taken, l ulted States marines already have landed at Vladivostok and Kola.
,
who
broke
The
are exaway from
pected lo form the nucleus of the
army to operate in Russia.
From Toklo comes word that Japan will refuse lo lake part in any
intervention in Siberia, unless the
United States joins the other allies
in requesting Japan to act.
Leaders of the Murmansk coast
people recently appealed to the American and allied consuls at Kola for
German troops are reprotection.
ported to tlu? southward on the railroad leading to the Arctic at Kola.
With the allied naval forces guarding
a store of supplies at Kola and along
he railroad, the Murman coast is one
of the possible fields for operations
by the allies in the east under the
uew policy toward Russia.

l

FAST

r

on.

I'aria, July 10. French troops hit
the German liueb a uiuashiuc tlow
alearly Tuesday morning in the area
most directly north of 1'aiiu, wln-rthe Germans were stopped alter live
days of fighting lu their thrust toward the cnpital, in the last and least
of all their 11)18
about a month ago.
The attack was delivered along a
two and a hall mile front and at uoino
jiointB Gen. 1'elaiu's troops pushed
Into the enemy positions lor the distance of a utile. Two farina were captured and a counter attack which was
delivered against one of them was re
were
Some 4iu prisoners
pulsed.
taken.
The area chosen for the blow wiis
south of the Matz river region, northwest of the Conipeigne forest, on the
front between Alontilidler and ihe
Uise.
Furtner to the southeast along
ihe line the French continued to gnin
additional ground on the Maine front
by lorcing the Germans back furl her
In the vicinity of the C'lmvigny farm.
Kntentc airmen are keeping up an
active bombardment of the area behind the German lines. Hrltlsh flyers
again have invaded Germany, dropping
on
bombs
east ol
Kaiserlautern,
In aerial
Metz, and on Luxemburg.
lighting liritish and French airmen
mahave accounted Yor twenty-fivchines.
Rapid strides have been made since
the French and Italian assaults were
launched north of Avlnna July fi. It
appears that the Allies have been successful in turning the Austrian right
from
An official statement
wing.
Home says that Italian cavalry have
gained the Austrian rear and destroyed bridges across the Semini
river, which parallels the Voyusa,
where the attack was begun. This
marks an advance of about fifteen
mill's. All positions have been maintained on the heights of Kolnia ami
rliglit progress made elsewhere.
Martial law has been proclaimed in
Moscow.
Advices received at liasle
stated that the Russian social revolutionaries have confessed the plot to
murder Count von Mil bach, the German ambassador to Kussla, in order to
annul the
tieaty.
Bucct-aslu-

4

LATE

2

WHEN CHINESE SING

RESCUE 'PALS' 5

At a conlerence at the White House
Saturday, the position which the
United Slates will take regarding in- RUSSIA MAY BE FORCED INTO
tervention In the country which PresRENEWAL OF WAR AGAINST
ident Wilson described in his Mount
THE GERMANS.
Vernon Bpeech as "for the moment unorganized and helpless," was decided

AUSTRIANS' RIGHT WING TURNED
BY ITALIANS IN DASH

Western

1'nluri

aW

AMERICANS

J

Washington. Kussla is to be rescued from the clutches of the mon-

ALLIES GAIN IN ALBANIA

NEAR

Nfwmer

MAJ. GEN. E. H. CROWDER

FIGHTBOLSHEVIKS

S. MARINES LANDED AT KOLA
AND VLADIVOSTOK.

Count Von Mlrback, German Ambassa-doat Moscow, Assassinated by
Two Unknown Men,

FIRST BIG INFANTRY ACTION
SINCE JUNE DRIVE.

REVOLUTIONISTS

Martial Law In Austrian Duchy.
Amsterdam.
Martial law has
been proclaimed In the Austrian
duchv of Stvria. the newsnaoer Pes
ter Lloyd of Budapest announces.
The measure was taken. It Is said, In

me-lu-

ic

one-ha- lf

two-thir-

lie

--

well-know-

"

........
........

Is onr Inestimable privilege to
3a- - i lfP
concert with men out of every nation
AVERAGE
hi
LEST YOU FORGET.
what shall make not only the liberties
of America secure but the liberties of
Watch your car If you wish to
every other people as well. We are
W aaa
T IS
happy In the thought that we are per
get real service out of It. Don't
HUN IS CRUSHED,
mitted to do what they would have
neglect the little Inspections and
done had they been In our place.
adjustments.
(Special Information Bervtat, United States Department of Agriculture.)
There must now be settled once for all
1, Storage battery Inspected
Should
Brakes
Be
IntelliUsed
what was settled for America In the
every two weeks.
SAYS
SECRECY GUARDS CROP REPORTS
2. Orease cups turned In evgreat age upon whose Inspiration we
gently and Only When It Is
draw today. This Is surely a fitting
ery 100 miles.
Absolutely Necessary.
8. Springs oiled every week.
place from which calmly to look out
.ni ."tin
iSJ
'
4. Oil and gasoline connecthat we may fortify our
Speaks at Washington's Tomb on upon ourfortask,
Its accomplishment. And
tions Inspected every week.
spirits
this Is the appropriate place from
Independence Day.
0. Crank case drained and
JAMMING
IS BAD PRACTICE
which to avow, alike to the friends
washed out with kerosene every
who look on and to the friends with
500 miles.
6. Universal
SETTLEMENT MUST BE FINAL whom we have the happiness to be as
joints packed
sociated in action, the fulth and pur
with grease every 1,000 miles.
Coasting I Better on Level Road Than
pose with which we act.
7. Differential and transmisDathing at Full 8peed Light Pre,
sion packed with grease or oil
sure Will Check Car and
Hun Rulers Fear Own People.
Say "Blinded Rulers of Pruula Have
every 1,000 miles.
Save
Routed Forces They Knew Little
"This, then, Is our conception of the
8. Spark plugs cleaned every
Of Force Which Once Routed
great struggle In which we are en
1,000 miles.
Use
brakes
Is
The
your
and
Can Never Be Cruehed to
written plain upon
gaged.
Intelligently
plot
0. Carbon removed from cylonly when absolutely necessary Is an
HE WAS GLAD.
every scene and every act of the su
Earth."
inders twice a year.
excellent
motto
to
have
on
On
one
stand
hand
the
the
preme tragedy.
printed
10. Valves ground each 5,000
An aching tooth is not the best Instrument board of every car. The
the peoples of the world not only the
Mount Vernon, Va.,'July 4. Presimiles.
In
friend
was
the
and
this
fact
even
world,
average operator,
the average
dent Wilson In bis Independence day peoples actually engaged, but many demonstrated
11. New piston rings every
by a country justice of skilled driver, uses bis brakes too
address at George Washington's tomb others also who suffer under mastery the
13 months.
with
the
much.
peace
This
wears
when,
the
but
cannot act ; peoples of many races
suffering
brakes, racks
here said that the father of his coun12. See that the wheels are In
called upon to unite a the mechanism of the car and Injures
part of the world the trouble, he was
try and bis associates spoke and act- and In ofevery
line once a month.
In
rural
tires
reasons
the
three
couple
such
marriage.
stricken
Russia
good
still,
among
why
people
not
a
a
but
for
for
ed,
13. See that the water Is circlass,
people
The
irritability was not les- treatment should be avoided.
and that It has been left for us to see the rest, though they are for the mo- sened Justice's
culating every time the car is
husLearn to stop your cur by coasting
to It that it shall be understood that ment unorganized and helpless. Op band any whenlilmthe prospective
started.
Informed
that he would not to the point where you wish to stop.
to them, masters of many arm
14. Inspect bearings in wheels
they spoke and acted, not for a single posed
be expected In this case to kiss the This may be learned with a little pracan
stand
friendless
les,
Isolated,
group
once a month.
people only but for all mankind and of
bride.
tice
and
on
should
be
a
done
common
no
who
always
governments
speak
were planning that men of every class
15. Gasoline pipe and carbu"Thank you," snapped the justice. level road. If you find you are going
should be free and America a place to purpose but only selfish ambitions of "Under those
retor thoroughly cleaned every
circumstances I shall a little too far a light pressure on the
own
none
their
can
which
,..
by
j7Xw
profit
which men out of every nation might
month.
the usual pedal will stop you.
you only
resort who wished to shore with them but themselves, and whose peoples charge
18.
evInspected
Pre
fee."
Representatives Awaiting Signal for Release of Crop Report.
Better Than Jamming Brakes.
the rights and privileges of free men. are fuel In their bands; governments
ery month.
which fear their people and yet are
This Is far better than dushing up
17.
The president then referred to the for
wheel
and
Inspect
steering
He Found It,
to a pluce and then Jamming on both
the time their sovereign lords, mak
ure turned over to the crop reporting
steering knuckles once a month.
present world struggle and said that the ing every choice for
Bncon
Ever look for a needle In a brakes to make a spectacular stop.
them and dispos
18. Test brakes and equalize
board and the entire board is impeoples of the world find themselves ing of their lives und fortunes as
haystack?
Besides
brake
the
and
wearing
they
lining
once a month.
confronted by a selfish group of namediately locked in until the minute
Egbert Oh, yes.
as well as of the lives and for
,
it racks the tires severely,
will,
attachments,
tions who speak no common purpose tunes of
that the report Is Issued, guards being
"And never found It."
sometimes making the wheels lock and
every people who fall under
but only selfish ambitions of their own
stntloned at the doors and all teleI
was
one
"Oh,
did.
It
yes,
wears
tires
slide.
their
the
belongclothed
This
the
power
away
governments
and by which none can profit but with the
phones disconnected.
It was a knitting tread In one spot. If this Is done fre LUBRICANT FOR AUTO BOLTS
strange trappings und the ing ta my wife.
themselves and whose people are fuel
Each member of the crop reporting
In
and
one
was
It
of
those
Is
needle,
the
be
will
an
tread
and
ruined
of
that
quently
age
In their hands. He declured that these primitive authority
hoard prepares bis own individual and
altogether alien and hostile to our knitting bags, and the bag was almost the fabric exposed. A tire worn away Hard Oil Sometime Dries In Small
are
clothed with strange own. The
estimate for each crop
governments
In this manner cannot be returned for
past and the present are in as big as the haystack."
Department of Agriculture Gath- Independent
Hole and Grooves Metal la
and state. These are compared, distrappings and the primitive authority
as It has been ruined by
and the peoples of the
adjustment,
deadly
grapple
Worn
Out
Quickly
Information
ers
Amerian
on
DECKED OUT.
of
age that Is altogether alien and world are being done to death between
crepancies are discussed and exabuse.
hostile to our own. He said the past them.
plained and a final figure is adopted
When coasting down a hill use the
can
Food
Production.
oil
hard
Where
Is
as
used
a
lubricant
and the present are In deadly grapple
by the board.
brakes alternately. By changing from for automobile
somebolts
Be
It
Settlement
Must
Final.
spring
beand the peoples of the world are
Data Complete.
service brake to the emergency brake times dries In the small boles ami
"There can be but one issue. The
ing done to death between them. The
the first Is allowed to cool, prolonging grooves that feed It to the bearing
The crop reporting board has berulers of the central powers even fear settlement must be final. There can
STRICT SECRECY MAINTAINED fore It more complete, detailed and
Its life. The longer It lasts the less It surfaces, thus
preventing the parts
their own people, said the president. be no compromise. No halfway decosts for repairs, and so the total cost from
accurate data than any other crop
lubricated.
This
being
properly
No halfHe declared that there can be but one cision would be tolerable.
of upkeep Is reduced.
estimating agency In the world. MemThese
issue in this war and the settlement way decision Is conceivable.
But changing from one brake to the
bers of the board and all other departForecast Reflect Effort of Farmer
must be final; that there cun be no are the ends for which the assocluted
other does not cool the drums on the
ment employees concerned with crop
for Maximum Yield and Have Imcompromise and no halfway decision peoples of the world are fighting and
as
one brake operates on the
estimates are prohibited by law under
wheels,
mediate and Marked Effect
which must be conceded them before
Is conceivable.
outside and the other on the Inside of
severe penalties from speculating in
on Various Market.
The president urged the establishing there cau be peace : 1. The destruction
each drum. So It Is advisuhle to relieve
uny product "of the soil," from giving
of an organization of peace which will of every arbitrary power anywhere
the brakes as much as possible.
out advance Information and from
of
a
of
Dependence
the
make It certain that the combined pow- that con separately, secretly and of its
large pnrt
This Is accomplished by using the
knowingly compiling or Issuing false
world upon American furra production statistics.
er of free nations will check every In- single choice disturb the peace of the
engine as a brake. On a gentle slope
bus
defocused
;
If
be
world
cannot
It
attention
or,
the
public
vasion of right and serve to make
upon
presently
stuy In high genr, with engine throtcrop reports of the United Stutes detled down, and do without brakes. On
peace and justice the more secure by stroyed, at the least its reduction to
of
virtual
partment
agriculture reports which
a steeper grade use the second gear,
impotence.
affording a definite tribunal of opinion
RE- ACCURACY
OF CROP
the United States government spon2. The settlement of every question,
to which all must submit.
or the first If the car Is a heavy one.
PORTS.
sors
and
protects from Illegal use to
When the emergency brake Is used
The president in closing his address whether of territory, of sovereignty, of
the ultimate degree.
on a hill It must be applied with cau
said : "The blinded rulers of Prussia economic arrangement, or of political
Wherever it has been possible
Just now the crop reports are retion or the brake rod will be broken.
have roused forces which aroused can relationship, upon the basis of the free
to Secure nn absolute check the
the efforts of American farmIf the brake is set and the band re Using Thin Oil in
flecting
never be crushed to earth again for acceptance of that settlement by the
Cups. ers for maximum
crop reports of the department
production. When
'This paper gives a column to the moved It cannot give when the car
they have at their heart nn Inspiration people Immediately concerned, and not
of agriculture have usually been
and a purpose which are deathless and upon the basis of the material interest bride's costume. What did the groom passes over water bars, etc. At this causes the bolts and spring eyes to small crops are reported the news
found to be surprisingly accutime the rcur axle moves backward, wear out quickly. A way Is Illustrated serves to prepare the country und en
or advuntuge of any other nation or wear?"
of the very stuff of triumph."
rate.
remecondition
be
able
this
to
of
the
the
whereby
may
a
desire
which
necessary
different
adjustments.
owing
flattening
springs,
'A
may
people
scared
look."
Text of Address.
Wheat will be added to the
and If the brake rods are drawn tight died successfully by adopting oil cups
Strict Secrecy Rules.
(settlement for the sake of its own exfew crops for which on addiThe text of the president's speech terior influence or mastery.
comes on them, stretching or for tbln oil.
strain
the
The
imhave
an
crop reports, too,
Fooeyl
tional check will be made availfollows:
Drill a hole large enough to allow mediate and marked effect
breaking some part.
A bill collector la BUI Blose,
"3. The consent of all nations to be
upon the
able through the new requirethe oil to be poured In through the markets. Their
"Gentlemen of the Diplomatic Corps governed In their conduct towards
And he was hoard to say:
Yields to the Strain.
great importance In
ments by which all thrcshermen
"Don't put oft till tomorrow those
and My Fellow Citizens: I nm happy each other
While using the foot brake the foot cap and threaded portion of the holt this field has ninde necessary thorough
of
the same
Who can be dunned today."
must report to the bureau of
as
In
shown
to draw apart with you to this quiet honor and ofby respect for principles
the
Illustration.
Then,
to
the
but
automatically yields
the common
strain,
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TO BE MEMORIAL TO AMERICA
New Name for Belleau Wood Will Be
Bala de la Brigade

Americain.

With the American Army on the
French Front, July 3. America has a
place on the map of France. One of
the most touching of the many tributes of fraternity and good will to the
United States on this anniversary of
our Independence day will be the
akanolne of the name of the Bols d

I

Belleau, the little rocky patch of
woods where many young Americana
have shed their blood, to the Bols de
la Brigade (deleted) Amerlcalne
American Brigade wood).
The change on the maps of France
will be made on the recommendation
of French generajs who were witnesses of the stirring deeds of the second
battle of the Marne. Until caught in
the last wave of the war at the pivotal
point of the kaiser's supreme effort It
was the hunting preserve of a gun
rinh.

Car of the Valve.
The Way It Looked.
Never permit a tire valve to remain
Elizabeth was not accustomed to the
uncovered. In case the cap is lost, tie
saying of grace.
One night she went for supper to a piece of rag or rubber over the stem.
If dirt once makes Its way Into the
the next door neighbors.
"Daddy," said she the next morning, valve stem a leak Is almost certain to
"what was that Mr. Pumpton read off result
his plate T"
Good Advice.
In passing another car going In the
Disgufaed.
same direction, turn out at least 73
They tell me your daughter sings feet
back of It In order to get a clear
with great expression."
"Greatest expression yon ever saw. view of the road ahead. If there is
another car coming don't try to pass.
Even her own mother cannot Neogala
her face when she la singing."
'

Emergency Carbon Brushes,
The small rods which are part of
the ordinary pocket lamp battery can
be filled and trimmed down to make a
very acceptable temporary replacement
for worn-ou- t
carbon brushes In the
magneto.

Don't have an empty tool box.
Clover makes an excellent hay when
properly cured and stored. But its
value depends on Its palatability and
nutritive value.
Don't neglect to cultivate the garden.

Reducing the Wear.
The car owner can greatly reduce
The early fruit and vegetables on
the rate of wear of his coll vibrator the market
get the high prices.
points by periodically reversing the
direction nt current flow through the
Clover should be cut as soon as the
system.
first blossoms begin to turn Brown.

Modern equipment Is an essential
where any amount of hay is grown on
a farm.
Alfalfa bay Is easily Injured by
rain; for this reason haste is Imperative in securing the crop.
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eral McAdoo is not likely to delay vacant printing office, and were rearendwill doubtless evengovernment
organizations
be
heard
on
the
might
proposition.
long his acceptance of the advice dy for services Sunday morning as broken in Santa Rosa. On Tuesday shipment was billed to Crane, Stone
ered valuable service last week in
tually dispose of the two billion
afternoon we were visited by erne of county, southwest Missouri, where
giiven by the men to whon all gov- ususal. Roswell Star.
the sales of War Savings
But
issue.
who can say as much
promoting
EXAMINE HIS RECORD
the heaviest rains known to old they were bought for breeding pur- ernment authorities were formerly
for the next issue? Hearst's
Stamps. It is a long way from New
deaf.
timers. In about half hours time poses. Mr. W. S. Moore and Guy
s present position
New York American, May 21, 1917.
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COLFAX
There are several different kinds,,,Mexico
two and one tenth inches of rain H. Herbert Jr., of Roswell aceompa-fel- l
Jr. will gu.
Though much has been said about
If you want our food and wealth
.110 vims
of slackers. Some of them ..mply do!,, the
and the city w.is a verilible lake ,nied the shipment. Cap'tan Moun-Th- e
the inefficiency of railroad managein ,he
enviable record
sent abroad to help suffering
(tt(.,
.
nothing. Somehelpal.ttlea. .
ment, it has been surpassed by the To Be Riprapped
bridge of the Agua Negra creek taineer.
riv
lhown
a
England,
buy
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Liberty
... wi u . i . .
u uc wuw pi c i inn ii sue. Let
i
inefficiency of Government regulaof the Springer was washed awav and traffic over;
furnish
dam
tear
This
week
j
the
the
sinews
the
of
but
war.
nobody
result,
cially able to do a great deal con- on the other hand, let everybody
tion of the railroads. If regulation Water Works System will be rip- - the bridge was suspended for a Hondo Valley Grain Ripe
New York American.
Hearst's
tribute very meagerly. Tba latter go to work now to
had been efficient, it would have re- rapped. Material is already parti- couple of days. Santa Rosa Voice.
Wheat and barley fields an getMay 25. 1917.
get the desired
are tne worst because they have
cognized that poor service is dear ally delivered at the dam. About .300
ripe in the Hondo valley and
ting
re(u,
so
snore
at any price, that revenue adequate feetof the dam will be secured from
Sandy Fluitt of Los Tanos, and new grain will soon be on the marprotect ana are trying to
And it is our view that in the
for
Dins-to maintain, improve and extend the
nothing by letting
get something
which is considered sufficient Jim Davis of the Juan de MX) last ket, while the individual patches are
presence of this submarine war,
The present county officials in sevthe other fellow furnish protection eral
head small, yet the total acreage is far
lines is essential to good service, and danger
shipped about
it is almost a crime to send our
at this time. The danger the dam has Wednesday
counties of this state have refor them.
in excess of the amount
owners
that any attempt to punish
planted
men, equipment and supplies
been in for some time has been a of cattle to Kansas.
cently heard of the slogan of the
Watch for them and swat them Lincoln
.of
them
such
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denying
across the sea and so to expose
by
citizens.
of
source
to
'64
of
men
"it
is
bad
worry
many
time
a
whenever there is any kind of an
on
revenue
falls
the
ourselves to a catastrophe in
ultimately
ship Springer Stockman.
to change horses while crossing a
opportunity. One place to watch for stream",
pers and through them on the peoorder to help those who must
have
it
as
and
adopted
very
them is at political conventions this
ple in general.
help themselves in the next few
At Koehler
fall. Let no m.n who
...hk-- J applicable to their individual cases.
The men who made and administ- Killing
weeks or must be defeated.
Wheeler McCiirry. a neg'ro emwh,t ,r"m
"ossing
a soldier in the back or been will-Ju- ,t
laws
were
ered
railroad
prevented
Hearst's
Dcutsches
Journal, May
To " man ,UDL
ree
ployed at the Koehler mines, was
ing to let him go hungry, or without !' " cle"r'
by the clamor of demagogues and shot and killed last night at Koehler
8, 1917.
the "PPf
being a
ammunition, by failing to contribute !bottomless
railroad baiters from following the by Archie Johnson, another negro.
political marsh,
to his support, be placed on any
Our part in this war, for months
guidance of their own
judgment. Be Johnson made his escape last night,
ticket of any party in this state this
to- - come,
cause
one railroan- - nan mismanaged but it is
is to pay the bill to
expected that he will be
fail.1 And, should any get by the! The British hospital ship Llando- finance and feed hungry and
they punished also the ninety nine apprehended by the sheriff's office
conventions, fight them from that very Castle has been sunk by
had
been
which
well
and
managed,
France, hungry and
bankrupt
soon Raton Range.
German submarine. The loss of lives
snoment to the close of the polls.
their, patrons with them. Because
bankrupt Italy.... All the Allies
The Tularosa Tribune puts this is placed at above 200. No doubt the
traffic had been pooled to the inire
us for cash.
begging
proposition up very squarely in the German Iron Cross will be awardCURRY
jury of the public, they refused to
England wants money in heaps
ed to the commander of the German
following paragraph:
at
permit pooling so directed by public
while she pays her
Let the voters of Otero county sub for his great military feat. That own 3'A,
have
it
inured
would
regulation that
and demands
people
to be the modern iserman no
Unique Conveyance
5
to the public good. Portland
for the money she lends
inquire closely a.s to the loyalty of seems
A young man without legs driving
of
tion
or
naval
achieve,
military
on
all
the
nominee
tickets.
every
France,
Canada
Russia,
Italy,
and
four Billie goats to a small wagon
Let that be the first test. Find out ment.
Australia.
created quite a bit of interest on
how much they have supported the
THE ROOSEVELT RECORD
the
streets
especially
recently,
American Icd Cross: how many and
Senator Fall's amendment to inThe Italian Commission is here
among the boys. This man travels all
how large Liberty bonds they own ; crease the draft ages from 20 to 40
with a request for money. Serbia
Theodore Roosevelt and his sons over the country in this rig and sells
how many War Savings certificates. was rejected by the Senate.
is begging for money. So is RuThe
have been selected for demonstra- post cards. A few years ago the edThen .compare the total with the War Department asked that no
mania. So are Panama and Cuba.
tions of mendacity and petty malice itor saw him several hundred miles
wealth of the nominee. See if the changes be made in the draft ages
We suppose Mexico and Argenwhich takes the most contemptible from here in central Texas. Clovis
tina and Brazil and Colombia will
percent of support of these vital is- at this time, and the action of the
form in reflections upon the perso- News.
sues are sufficient to entitle him to Senate was in compliance with the
soon prefer their modest renal courage and sincerity of the coaspire to office in America. Also request of the War Department.
quests. Hearst's New York
lonel, who wanted to go to war, and Cattle Shipped
examine the backers of the candi-- l
May 17, 1917.
Twenty-thre- e
tars of cattle be
upon his hoys who did.
date.
d
school
Every
high
boy
The colonel can stand it. He is longing toW. D. Hudson of Clov
Thousands of the registered
in New Mexico is registered for ser- accustomed to learning that all he were recently shipped to Riverton
fighting men of the country, wilThe state of Georgia has
. vice in the United States Boys'
did in the Spanish war was to hide and were. driven to the. Hudson
ing to fight for their own counready given us i sample of what Working Reserve. Many of these
in a cellar in Oyster Bay, but the ranch. 40 miles cash, of Riverton
try, do not want to go to France.
we can expect here in the west if boys have been engaged in importreal cry of indignation and contempt where they will be pastured.
Give France what she
government ownership of the rail- ant work since the schools began
wants,
which he let out in defense of the
when it is so easy to send the
roads prevails a a permanent pol- to close their terms some two months
conduct of his sons, challenged by an A Diamond Robbery
willing Roosevelt. Hearst's New
icy. When the new rates went in- ago.
Last week a jewelry store in Cloignorant partisan editor, ought to siYork American, June 10, 1917.
to effect it was found that certain
vis was robbed- - of nearly $1,000
lence the detractors.
southern business interests were
British casualty lists for the month
Theodore Jr., major in the twenty worth of diamonds by two boys who
It is neither necessary nor
hard hit, A delegation of Geors-if June carrv a total of 141.147
right
sixth
infantry, gassed, partially gave their names as Jack Futch and
that the flower of our young
cosiness men went to Washington names. This shows a great reduc-an- d
blinded, lungs injured, cited for gal Sam Fife. They were arrested and
American manhood should be
demanded adjustments to meet tion by comparison with June, in
lantry; Kermit, captain machine gun lodged in the Curry county jail, lasent as a sacrificial offering to
their views. They strongly intim- - which month the losses were 166.802
ter Futch the youngest who claims
battery, given military cross for
the
Red
Moloch
of
ated that if they did not get what men. The total of losses for the last
Slaughter,
Archie, captain of infantry, to be 17 was taken to Portales and
while England has men enough
they wanted they would call a con- - two months' of fighting is 307,949
while
wounded
commended
for
enrotite confessed to the theft
by shell,
to fight her own battles for many
vention of the business interests of men.
galantry by order of General Per- taking the blame of the whole affair
months ahead.
the twelve southern states. They
Hearst's New
r
"I
Vy
shing; Quentin, second lieutenant in on himself. The- diamonds were
York American, June 16, 1917.
This same kind
got concessions.
Boys at Camp Cody are in good
air service.
found with the exception of two
The best Peace for all concernLi- of force will demand, end get, all health and excellent physical condi-thI
e
The Roosevelt record is such that stones under the rubber plate on the
ed is a Peace without Victory.
available money for r.ew con- - tion. This is the report brought to
the critic who questions its sincerity stock of a shot gun in the boys trunk
Hearst's New York American,
struction and the west will never Santa Fe by Governor
and
Lindsey
only defiles himself. Chicago Tri after their room had been carefully
be developed until it grows political- - Adjutant General Baca, who have reSept. 15, 1917.
bune.
searched.
ly strong enough to cope with the turned from a visit to the big camp.
older states. And it will never get
Further service in the war
should be a matter of choice for
the political power until it g ts th.
Millions of cats and dogs in the
DONA ANA
Americans
railroads, so, like a dog with his United States are living upon the
These papers have said consisttail in his mouth, the west will keep food that would save thousands of
EATERS GET
Enlisted Men Arrive At College
going around, but never get any- - starving children in the countries
ently, and, will continue to mainA contingent of about 200 enlisted
where.
that have ben devastated by the
tain, that the America soldiers
men arived at the college for trainwho go to France should go as
bermsn beasts.
The men are in
ing last
volunteers, and not as conscriptMany eastern newspapers stronir- - '
KIDNEY II ROUBLE command Monday.
of Capt. Robert McAdoo.
ed men sent by the Trill cf GovGood rains continue throughout
ly intimate that the administration
Aug. 1st is the date Las Cruces goes
ernment. Hearst's New York
ew Mexico, to help raise bumper
has discriminated against certain
dry, provided an ordinance making
American, June 29, 1917.
aid bumper crops will
and certain sections, some of croP- ports
the city dry 30 days after the estab.1
ft
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The fact the German military machine.
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New York American, May 17,
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GERMAN ACTS AND

NEW MEXICO IS

15 MORE SILVER

I2TH

STARS STATE'S

SYMPATHY CANNOT

IN DRIVE

SERVICE FLAG

2ND RED CROSS

BE TOLERATED

Silver stars to the number of forty-tw- o
are to be scattered upon the
field of the enormous service flag
that New Mexico is entitled to fly
who
Twenty-eigh- t
to the breeze.
have died in the service were listed
in the issue of June 20
Of that number, it now develops
that it was in error that William H.
Goodwin, of Clovis, was reported
killed in battle The Red Cross now
reports from- France that Goodwin
it safe.
The Frank Munierlyri reported in
that list should have been Frank
Munnerlyn Morris.
The names of Golding and McKeen.
lost on the collier Cyclops, were
initials or Riven
shown without
names. The former was Frederick
Burkner, the latter Donald J.
Among those killed in action,
reported in the casualty list of to day, is Frank C. McDermott, of Por
tales.
A Son Of France
Gus Chretien, of Gallup, a corporal
of th : lfith Infantry, was killed in
action, as shown on the casualty list
of Vay 6. He arrived in France in
Jul.', and it is said he was the first
Mc.vinley county boy to land in
I'r nee. A native of Frar. ce. ho serv-- i
'! ior a while as an
interpreter with
General Pershing's forces.
Samuel Crespin, if San Fablo, died
at Camp Kearny. He was sent first
to Camp Funston and transferred
later to Camp Kearny.
Famous Old Battery A
James N. Flowers, of Flida. repotted killed in action. He was with the
146th Field Artillery, composed in
part of the celebrated Battery A
of the New Mexico National Guard.
.Milus Jefferson Grafton, of
died of measles and pneumonia,
after his return home, lie received
an honorable
discharge from the
Army on account of his phvsical con
dition, which was due to illr.' ss.
Francis Graves, of Silver City,
died at Camp Cody.
Carlos L. Haywnrd. of Farining-ton- ,
died at Fort Riley
Charles Hemphill, of Mosquero.
believed to have been killed while
trying to escape from a German
prison camp. Hemphill was reported
to have enlisted, ar.d a man o. this
name was reported killed while try
ing to escape from a German prison
camp.
Memory Lee Lambert, of Clovis
died of meningitis at Camp Funston
Joe Mosso. of Gallup, Troop G,
5th Cavalry, died of meningitis
at
Fort Bliss.
With "Rainbow Division"
Raymond Robb, from near
cornctist, band of 25th Cavalry,
died at Cheyenne, Wyo.
Ben. L. Rockett, of Quay county,
died at Camp Kearny.
Robert Sanimon, of Springer, killed in France through the accidental
discharge of a pistol. He was among
the first to enlist and went to France
with the famous "Rainbow Division."
James F. Scott, of Aztec, killed in
France.
George Wardlow, of Silver City,
died of pneumonia al Camp Cody.

Only 12 states or territories exceeded New Mexico in the percentage of subscription to the Second
Red Cross Drive. The Mountain Division, in which this state is placed,
is exctcaeu Dy oniy one cuvisiun
.1
c.
.1...
TU.
i uc
Wlirnn wie
uimcu oiaicv
for this division is 231, which
is exceeded by the Gulf Division,
comprising Alabama, Louisiana and
Mississippi, with 318 The real banner division was the Insular and
Foreign, which registered a percentage of 467,
for the United
The percentage
States and possessions was 169, with
New
the amount per capita $1.63.
York City constitutes the MetropolIS
of
itan Division. Of the total
divisions, only three other divisions
Its per
subscribed half as much.
apita of $567 is more than double
that of any other division. Dela- ware, with $995 per capita, leads all,
while Mississippi is lowest with $.45.
The standing of the states and territories, with their respective per- centaces, is as follows
520
Alaska
359
Mississippi
357
South Carolina
350
Wyoming
325
Alabama
314
Idaho
307
Arizona
298
Lousiana
288
Nebraska
288
North Dakota
260
Kansas
259
Texas
ZS5
New Mexico
250
Tennessee
242
West Virginia
240
Washington
238
Colorado
232
District Columbia
215
Delaware
213
Connecticut
208
Minnesota
206
Missouri
203
New Jersey
202
N':v Hampshire
200
Michigan
200
Oklahoma
199
New York (state)
197
Florida
190
California
188
South Dukots
183
Iowa
178
Arkansas
178
Nevada
175
Utah
174
Wisconsin
170
Kentucky
167
Massachusetts
166
Maine
164
Virginia
163
Rhode Island
156
North Carolina
155
Georgia
154
Oregon
149
Montana
146
Pennsylvauis
140
Maryland
139
New York City
139
Vermont
130
Ohio
119
Indiana
113
Illinois

(Owen Leader)
Dally we read of
America poisoned
in
vandalism
food, fires, German propaganda and
so forth. Occasionally we read of
a hanging by parties of enraged
citizens. But still we don't wake up.
Only recently a railroad shop in
Lima, Ohio, was burned fired in
three places, the water turned off
and the fire hose cut in two plao.es.
Locomotives and freight cars and
to
ready for shipment
poaches,
France, besides other needed supIn
were
Kentucky
destroyed.
plies,
recently 750 artillery horses were
In
nurses
Kansas
the
City
poisoned.
in a hospital were poisoned through
German access to the kitchen and
one of these nurses is a Spencer
girl. A Gosport preacher threatened
twice by anonymous letters and then
poisoned by candy. Four of our
Owen county boys dead in this war
against the German beast. And still
we sleep. And still we sleep.
Watch In Every Community
The County Council of Defense is
enlarging its force by creating township councils of seven members.
There's one thing these councils
must do and do thoroughly stamp
sentiment in
out the
every community. An American in
Germany could not cheer his flag
and get by with it. not for a minute.
And we must put a stop to German
sympathy in America.
In proceeding against
or disloyalty, a sworn statement
is necessary.
Folks hesitate to make
affidavit because they fear to 'hurt
someone's feelings." In God's name I
What do you care for their feelings? These Germanites don't hesitate to burn your factories, poison
your children, dynamite your homes.
They have no consideration for your
feelings; why should you consider
theirs? Get busy in your commundevil
ity; go after every
in your neighborhood
who dares to
whisper German sympathy.
Fighting Spirit Is Needed
We need more of the spirit that
was shown recently at Worthington
when a doctor had the spunk to take
a Holy Roller preacher by the throat
and choke his tongue out. We need
more? people who will thrash the
everlasting daylights out of the flipspeaks disparagingly
pant chap
of the government as was done last
It's up to the
week at Freedom.
individual to report anything that he
it
with
affidavit and
back
up
hears;
must
it action.
be stamped out in Owen county.
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TUCUMCARI IS TO

it:.j

MOTHER-DAUGHTE-

ORGANIZE A HOME
GUARD COMPANY
(Tucumcari American)
The loyal citizens of the community
are requested to register their names
at the offices of the Business Men's
Association during the first- three
days in July. A recording clerk will
be found at these offices from H to
to y evenings
morning, and
during these three days The purpose
of the registration is to secure the
names of men from sixteen to fifty
years of age who will go into an
organization to be known as Tucum- cari Home Guards, and a meeting is
to be held at the Masonic Opera
House, on Monday July 8th. at 10:00
a. m. for organization and the election of officers. The American has
been given to understand that pri-- 1
marily the object of the organiza-- 1
tion is to teach all who care to
learn something or it, some of the
fundamentals of military tactics.
These organizations are made all
over the country and are getting
ready to serve the government effectively should their services ever
be needed.
The proposition as outlined here has been submitted by
some of our citizens, to the Mayor
of the city and the sheriff of the
county, and their approvals have been
attached as follows:
As Mayor of the City of Tucumcari 1 hereby heartily lendorse the
above movement and will aid you in
any way that I can. There is nothing like preparedness.
M. R. JAMES,
Mayor City of Tucumcari.
In time of peace prepare for war,
I am
strong for this movement and
you can count on me.
J. A. STREET.
Sheriff Quay County.
-
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Use good tires

United States Tires.
e
thousands
are recognizing the
Increasing
value of United States Tires.
They are getting away from haphazard tire buying.
They are buying mileage choosing tires that give
most miles per dollar.
United States Tires offer supreme dependability and
unapproached economy.
There are five different types of United States Tires
one for every possible need.
The nearest United States Sales and Service Depot
dealer will tell you which one will serve you best.
war-tim-
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CONGRESS WAS A
DECIDED SUCCESS
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war-tim-

CALLS TO COLORS

R

Value of Good Tires

e

e
Your car is a vital
necessity if you make it
contribute to war work and war service.
Make it give the limit of service.
But don 't add one extra dollar to your driving expenses.
s
makes economy imperative. Practice it in
operating your car or truck.
Keep down your tire costs.

DRAFT CALL 864

Draft call No. 8M will send 71
more of the New Mexico boys into
a
training for the trip to Berlin
trip which will not be an excursion,
but one that is essential to the safe- ty of the civilized world. Nineteen
counties will furnish all of the men
w ho go in this movement, eighty com-- i
ing from Chaves anil ten from Sierra.
The movement will begin on July
22nd, and is scheduled to continue
tor a period of five days. The en tire contingent will go to Camp:
Travis, at San Antonio, Texas.
Quota By Counties
The quotas which will be furnished
by the several counties are as fol
lows :
Bernalillo
60
80
Chaves
Colfax
50
20
Curry
60
Eddy
40
Guadalupe
Lincoln
40
25
McKinley
Mora
50
25
Otero
Kio Arriba
25
Roosevelt
20
50
San Miguel
25
Santa Fe
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We KNOW United States Tires are GOOD tires.
That's why we sell them.

THE POPULAR STORE
RICHARD & FIDEL

THE MAlCTIN"SHOP
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support of ihe statement that the large packers have a
monopoly. The ( Tin mission's own report shows the large
number and importance of oilier packers.
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If you are a business man you will appreciate the significance of these facts. If you are unacquainted with business, talk this matter over with some business acquaintance w ith your banker, say and ask him to compare
profits of the packing industry with those of any other
large industry at the present time.
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been stated, the larger portion of the profits earned has
been used to finance huge stocks of snoods and to provide
additions and improvements made necessary by the enormous demands of our army and navy and the Allies.
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The packers mentioned in the slateinent stand ready to
prove to any fair minded person that they are in keen
competition with tach other, and that they have no power
to manipulate prices.
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Furthermore, government figures show that the five large
packers mentioned in the report account for only about
of the meat business of the country.
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They wish it w ere possible to interest you in the details of
their business. Of how for instance, they can sell dressed
heel for less than the cost of the live animal, owing to
utilization of
and of the wonderful story of
the methods, of distribution throughout this broad land, as
well as in other countries.
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Women Do the Work
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They have Ik en able to do a big job for your government
in its time of need; they have met all war time demands
promptly and completely and they are willing to trust
their case to the lairmindedness of the American people
with the facts before them.
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Armour and Company
Cudahy Packing Co.
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To coii'iti' l this busiiiers in war limes, with higher cost-antin.' necessity ot paying two or three time.- - the former
price- - tor live stock, has required the e ol two or three
times tin- ordinary amount of working" capital. The additional profit makes only a fair return on this, and as has

Morris & Company
Swift & Company
Wilson & Company
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The five packers mentioned feel justified in
with each other to the extent of together presenting this
public statement.
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tional Associa ' ion nt f.. 'a'-in Kansas Citv the lat we 1. ..
June. Supt. Mdne is pr si. lent of tin
Rotary Club of AHmquerntie am
went to Kansas City as del
From Kansas (" tv lie went tn the
conference of oeat: mill
held at Manitou. Colorado, under the
auspices of the Federal Hoard for
Vocational education on July first
and second.
The completion of a ?"50iK) h i,!
school buildintr, the erection of numbers of modern homes, the construction of several modern brh k htis ness
houses, paving streets, preparing to
begin at once the extension of the
sewer and water works system, putting our Chamber of Commerce on a
business basis with a salaried secretary accomplished in Onvis during
the past few months with the war on.
Clovis has got to a point where she
is going to be in the city class before
most of us realize it Clovis New.
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Hlp th terrified cirilian popula
tioa bow under the heel of the Hun.
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heretofore for many yean, the crop ent John V. Conway made a survey
condition if fair and the prospects of achool condition! in that county
of average yield good. Carrizozo with the result that a number of the
districts became busy and some old
Outlook.
things have passed away. Education-

HEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

al News Bulletin.
Will Be Dry.r This Fall
Lincoln is still very dry, but not
near as dry as it will be after Oct.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SAN JUAN
1st. A very few light showers have
do
the
to
but
not enough
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fallen,
range'niuch good and several of our Range Condition Serious
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS AND TIMBER
ranchmen are losing some of their
R. T. F. Simpson of the Simpson
cattle. Capitan Mountaineer
'
Mercantile Co., of Farmington, was
VALENCIA COUNTY
in from his trading post at Canyon
Talk Of NeW Smelter
of
the Commiioorr of Public
recently. He reports that Office
The Midwest Investment company Gallegos
in his country is alout
the
Laadi,
range
erection
of Carrizozo promises the
most as bare as the street and says
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of a smelter near that place, work that all
sheep owners are experiencso
be
It
will
month.
a
within
start
to
i
that puriuant
Notice
Unless
lamb
loss.
rains
a
given
hereby
heavy
ing
of an Act of Con
constructed as to take care of the come
soon the sheep men are going to the provision June
the
1910,
aUth,
approved
iron ore now being mined near
(reaa
suffer some exceptionally heavy law of the Slate ol New Mexico, and
anil shipped to Pueblo, thus to
rulea and regulation! of the State Land
Hustler.
losses.
Farmington
of Public Landa
Office the Commiaaionrr
keeping New Mexico money at home
offer at public aale to the higheat
and saving a long rail haul. Tiilaro-s- a
M. Palmer is cutting wheat on will
J.
11
o'clock A. M., on Tueaday,
bidder
at
Tribune.
his ranch west of town. He has Auguit 6th, 1918, in the town of Loa
State of New
Valencia,
about twenty acres, in of which eight Lunaa, County-oin
Mexico, in front of the court houae there,
Water
Variety Floating
is ready for the reaper's blades.
tracts of land
in, the following deacribed
The biggest flood in Bonito, last
and limbeiy vi:- Farmington Hustler.
Monday since July 1916, several carSale No. 128
WKWK, Sec. 4; All of
cases of dead horses were carried
Manager E. P. Woods of the Hun20, 22, 24 ; 26;
6, 8, 10, 14, IS,
along by the torrent also a few cat- ter Mercantile Company states that Sectiona
12
R.
W, All
28,
30, 32, 34; T. 9 N.,
tle and a couple of hoRS were report- their cream shipments are steadily of Sectiona 2, 4. 6, 8, 10. 12. 14; E&
ot bee
All
Sec.
in
the
Sec. 18; NWH. s
ed to have been seen floating
a);
increasing, the cream is shipped to tiona 22, 24, 26. 28, 30. 32, 34; T. 10 N.,
water. Carrizozo Outlook. ,
R. 11 W.. SWtf. Sec. 32; T. 10
Pueblo and Denver Colorado.
N., R.
te
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LUNA
More $50 Vagrant
Gladys Brown anrl Daisy Zavalla
were before Justice C. C Rogers on
Tuesday rharged with vagrancy and
were each sentenced to pay a fine of
$50 and costs and serve sixty days!
in jail. The committment:, wcri hew
up for a few hours to allow the women to leave town. Doming Headlight.

W.,

All

of

Section

4,

6,

8,

32;

T

woodsman
shall have police power and re
aide within or adjacent to the lands and
timber covered by this contract.

The unit area for cruiaing shall be
or more sections at any one cruisof
The cruiser on the completion
any cruise shall submit his estimate of
the amount of the standing live timber
on the area designated to be cruised.
All
tin'ber with green tops shall be deemed
to be live timber. Such estimate shall
be so made aa to show separately the
amount of standing live timber estimated
to be on each forty (40) acres or each
fractional aub-d- i vision of any section. His
estimateahall be basrd on the Scribner
Decimal C Rut1, or such other Loq Scale
Rule as may be adopted from time to
time by the United States Forestry Department in thia district but no allowance for defective timber ahall be made
by the cruiser in hia estimates and such
estimate report shall be filed with the
All live timber with
a
Commisaioner,
diameter of ten (10) inches or more inside the bark and three (3) feet from the
ground shall be included by the cruiarr
The Commissioner shall
in his estimates.
furnish to the Purchaser a copy of auch
report, and acceptance or rejection of
same mutt br made by the Purchaser
within thirty (30) days of receipt of such
copy, and in no event shall the timber
covered by such cruise be cut or removed
until the amount of stumpage hat been
agreed upon.
4.

one
ing.

13
R.
W., All of Sectiota 2, 8,
Dan Christensen
last Saturday 1012, N.,
28 ;
24.
32;
30;
20,
22,
26,
18,
14,
shipped 140 head of fine hogs to a 34, T. 11 11 N., R. 13 11 W., SF.tfNEM, S.c. 5. The Purchaser will pay for a miniR.
Sec 12; mum of ten million ( 10.000.000) fect of
T.
W.,
N.,
firm in Iowa. He also sold a bunch 2;
14
W.. timber during each year beginning with
SE!4, Sec. 26; T. II H, R.
of sheep to a Cedar Hill flockmas- - W'i,
All of Sec. 2; SF.tf, Sec. 4; SV4, Sec. 6; January
1st, 1919, and not leas than one- -

ter

NWWNto'K.
SttNWtf, SWy4. Sec. 8; All
Sectiona
10, 12, 14,
18, 20, 22, 24, 26;
R. 12 W., All
28, '30,
32, 34; T. 12 N.,
of
Sectiona
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18;
28 ,
30;
20, 22, 24, 26,
V4, ' SEH, Sec.
32;
EjNKX, SS4NWU, S'A, Sec 34; T.
12
V., K'. Sec. 24; NWtf
N., R. 13
Sec. 32; T. 12
NEJ4, EKjSF.K, SWKSEX.
N., R. 14 W., All of Sectiona 22, 36; EM.
SWV. Sec. 34; T. 12 N., R. 15 W., All
13
R.
N
W.
of Sections
32, 36; T. 13
All of Sectiona 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20; S'j.
Sec 22; W,, SEX, Sec. 26; All of Sectiona 28, 30, 34; T. 13 N., R. 14 W , Wtf,
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; E4, Sec. 8; All
of Sectiona 22, 24; NEK. Sec. 28; T. 13 N
R. 15 W., All of Sectiona
2. 4; EJ4, Sec.
10,
12, 14, 22, 24, 26,
8; All of Section
28,
34; T. 14 N., R. 15 W., containing
"A"
68,954.71 acrea, referred to aa achedule
landa in form of contract printed below.
eatimated at
The timber oo thia land i
No bid on
140,000,000 feet board meaaure..
the' land will be accepted for leaa than
of

SANTA

FE

The Santa Fe high school is rapidHearing completion and will be
finished in time for the opening of
school in the fall. It was planned
when Hon. Jose D. Sena was presiGriffith Buys Out Dano
dent of Santa Fe board of Education
R. B. Griffith, editor of the Domand by many it is thought to be one
ing Graphic, last week bought out of the
finest pieces of Mission archthe interests of his partner, V. C).
itecture in, school house construction
Dano, who conducted the job de- in the State.
Educational News Bulpartment of the Graphic plant, and letin.
Mr. Griffith will now carry on the
entire business tinder his own man$3.15 per acre.
agement. This deal will do a great
SOCORRO
deal to restore and promote harmoThe timber on the following deacribed
in
ny
feet board
printing and newspaper circles
landa eatimated at 110,000,000
in Deming. Deming Headlight.
Man Instantly Killed
meaaure, will be offered fer aale together
with the timber on the above deacribed
inIlbino Barela was shot and
landa, making a total estimated amount
feet board meaaure.
450,000,000
stantly killed at 6 o'clock last Friday ofNo timber
MORA
on the timber will be accepted
night on a ranch of Frank Hubbel for bid
leaa than $2.15 per 1000 feet board
in
miles
from
Later
Mangus.
eight
All of Sectiona 16, 36; T. 12 N.,
meaaure.
the night Eteimo Nnmes, an employe R. 12 W All of Sectiona 16, 36; T. 12
Harvesting Rye
16. 36: T.
N.. R. 13 W.. All of Section
of
was
Hubbel
and
arrested
of
Everett
John
charg 12 N.. K. 15 W.. All ol Sectiona
Independence,
16, 36
harvested 20 acres of rye estimated ed with the murder.
T. 11 N R. 11 W., All of Sec. 36; T. 11
10 bushels per acre. Roy
According to the; deputy sheriff in., k. 14 w.. au oi sectiona jo, jo; i.
All of Section!
who arrested Nunes the killing was II N., R. IS W.,
1. lu
., K. 11 w., All oi seen
feud 36:
the result of a
T. 9 N.. R. 12 W.. All of SecflonTm
between the men. He was taken to 36; T. 14 N., R. 15 W., All of Sec. 16; T.
A Citizen Of Roy Right
R. 14 W.
All of Sec. 16; T. 13 N.,
Miss Hester Harvey has pur- Socorro and placed in jail, later gave 13R. N.,
15
W.. S'v4. Sec. 20: All of
chased the building erected since the bonds amounting to $5,000 for ap 28, 30, 32, 34; t. U N., R. 14 W., Sections
All of
fire by Francio Sanchez y Medina pearance at a preliminary hearing Sections 2, 4, 10, 12, 14. ZZ,
2b; 28;
SWtf, Sec. 34; T. U N., R. 15 W..
and moved it onto the lots she won which was set for tomorrow.
to as schedule "B" lands in form of
in the Red Cross sale near the J.
contract printed below.
The school board of Magdalena is
Floersheim residence. She is going
to subto become a citizen of Roy right.
considering a new building to take mitEacha bidder willbid beon required
the timber and
separate
care of the congested condition in a
Roy Spanish American.
bid
land
on
the
offered,
the elementary grades of the schools. and separate
by
highest total amount offered
The Wilson Company began the Magdalena has a fine county high any one bidder font both the land and
the timber will be considered the highschool
but
the
of
first
the week harvesting their
building
rapid growth est bid.
wheat. They have four headers run of the community makes it necesthe
school
board
for
to provide Anyone desiring to bid must, before
Mills
Develoer.
sary
ning.
bidding
deposit with the Commissioner
a modern grade building in the near of
f
Public Lands or his agent
future. Educational News Bulletin.
this sale, the sum of $25,000.00 in
ly

tweiltli of such minimum annual payment
shall be paid in advance fin the first
day of each calendar month, bet'innintr
1 I
with a penalty
1918, .together
Of'jiber
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day additional
for each
and every day during which
such monthly payment
may be in de- In the event that the number of
fault.
feet of timber on the sections cruised
at the request of the Purchaser in any
vear nfirr lyiM. shall h
lhan tn
mil'ion (lO.onn.fiOl)) feet, board measure, the
t
difference between such minimum
and the price of the timber so cruised
shall be applied
to reduce the payment
to be made for timber in excess of such
minimum amount in any future year or
in which, at the request of the
urchaser. an excess shall be cruised. If
the timber upon the section cruised at
the request of the Purchaser in any one
year shall exceed ten million (10,UOO,0UU)
feet, payment shall be made on December
31 st
of each year for such excess
for
t he preceding year.

on, and across the said bads with rights
of Ingres and egress at all times for such
purposes. And this contract is issued subject to all valid existing rights, easements,
rights of way sad reservation.

It is understood and agreed that
the timber on all of the landa described
in Schedule "B", attached hereto and made
a part hereof, shall be sold, cut, logged,
and paid for, under all and singular the
terms and conditions herein expressed. And
in the event of the sale of any or all
of the aaid lands described In said Schedule
"B" to other than the Purchaser herein,
or if the said landa are not sold a general
for cutting, logging, and
operating thereon, shall be reserved, and
the same is hereby granted to the PurBut if the lands in said Schedule
chaser.
"ti" shall be hid in by and sold to the
Purchaser herein, then said lands shall be
subject to all of the conditions in thii
contract which are applicable to the landa
deacribed
in Schedule
"A" hereto attach
ed.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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At

any

not more
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time when
than ten

ht

there shall resections ot
than hn...r.
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t

land will be accepted for Its thaa FIVE
DOLLARS
fa dsn
(fjS.00) per acre, which
appraised value thereof and in addition

PUBLICATION

LAND

PVBUC

thereto

SALE

for the
land.

QUAY CdUNTY

12.

mam

FOR

the successful bidder must pay
that exist oa the
improvement

fcach of the above described tracts will
Public be offered for sale separately.
Santa Fe, New ifexico.
The aoove aale of land will be subject
to the following
terms and conditions,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to vis;
the proviaioos of an Act of Congress approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
The successful bidder must
to the
State of New Mexico, and rule and regu- Commissioner of Public Lsnds orpayhi agent
lations of the State Land Office, the Com- holding such sale,
of the
missioner of Public Lands will offer at price offered by him for the land, four
sale
to the highest bidder at per cent interest in advance for the balpublic
10 o'clock, A.
M., on Tuesday, July 16th, ance of such uprchase price, fee for adtown of Tucumcan, County
1918, in the
and appraisement and all coats
of Quay, State of New Mexico, in front vertising
each and
incidental to the sale
of the court houae therein, the following all of said amounts mustherein,
be deposited ra
deacribed tracta of land, via:
cash or certified exchange at the time
" iT.. 1" i"--".
't
..
N'4. WWSWM. Sec. 13:
Sale No. 127
Jl"
.i,
W
i
.Statr of New Mexico, if the successful
VT X ?f'yVc,yV
E?7,
17
N
R
36
T.
Sec.
24;
,
NVi4,
F;:, Lots bidder .Joes not execute a contract within
Ik2. 3. Sec. 7: I.ota 1. 2. 3. NWU
i
i
i
"
JTi V
''.,ir7.
aJl" "
T Vt m b' H v
ThcT'
'morovemen"- the purch.aer may
that
tract
to
.
provide
. , .
t
aI
ncP TrxiZb of ZZy
Sal. No. I2H
T. f
Ar
SESE, Src. 3;There
an"
6 N., R. 27 E.( containing 10 acrr..
aft"
at
price
are no improvements
pirTtlon "f
iSr to the
.ale and
, Jr,
j",.
S. No. 12
',' 'pTvide" '(or"" he "payment'Tl
N0SEM. Sec. 4; W
SWK.. Sec. 10: T. 14 N., H. 35 E., con- - a
hilanci i ih. Joint m
Tear
00 mI"a""" 160 acr"- - Tht"
the date ?1 the cor!,
th.r.y
Office

of

Commissioner

the

of

Lands,

un
estimates M all ?Z !lu??rZlL
(or upon the land, herein, an! Ih,
ahall within thirty (30) day. alt.,
rece.pt ol such not.ee. a,1v,.e the Coramiauoner ol ita concurrence or non-cocurrence in the correcne.. ol auch
If the Purcl.aaer ahall concur, l.nal
.tea.
iT'.t. PPU,Vhe. b.t"n
refuse to concur in the estimates so sub.,
,(
.t,
j,
mitted then the amount of Umber .in d,.
KVi. SWJ. Sec. 15; All
Sal. No. 1211
,ui
"i
Sec. 16: T. 16 N.. R. 34 E.. contain. ' f
pute ahall be determined by a cruiae and of
,.
I i 'fi
.
Ti.- - . ,
yr
estimate made bv one or mnr rriii.rr. .
of the
be credited on the anniversary
appointed by the Judire of the I'nited States of fencing, value $157.50.
date of the contract next following the
District Court for the District in which
of
date
tender.
the Capital of New Mexico may then be
Sale No. 1211
Sec. 2; T. 11 N.,
NK,160.46
R. 36 E., containing
situated.
acrea, select
The above aale of land will be subject
t
frvr
th Cinia K. Awl tlr.tt
to valid existing rights, easement a. right a
Payment shall thereafter be made as is Railroad Bond Fund.
The improvements of way an
dreaervationa.
tor in Paragraph live (5) here consist of fencing, value $20.00.
provided
of; but if the timber on the sections cut
The Commissioner nf Public Lands or
one
Sale No. 1212
upon during any
year ahall exceed
EE'yf, Sec. 28, T- l - 'his agent holding auch sale reserves the
ten million
ft ft, such excesi N., H. 3J E., containing 160 acrea.
(10,IKX),U(U)
There nfht to reject any and all bids offered
shall be paid for on December 31st, for are no
at b.iid sale.
improvements.
the Drecedintr vear.
On or hpforr lamiarv
No bid on the above described
1st, 1"39, payment in full for all landa
tracts of, possession under enntracta of aale for
and the timber thereon must be made ir Ir.nd w.ll he
than FIVE the above de
.M
accept for lessvhich
order to avoid forfeiture of the contract fx X.I.AKS ($5.(10)
is the km or
per aire,
and all previous payments.
value
apnraist-thereof and in addition'
the.cto the sucetssful bidder must
'
the offieia!
Witness mv band
In the final year of culling, if there for the improvements that exist on pay!
n'
the of the State I and OHn'e
shall tnnam
less than ten million
wvenTh Slate O:
(10, Hand.
Mrx.cn
W rnt y
t
thni
lay
?'W.
ninlfl.. fool r,f tiTMlr
h.
th.
Sale No. J?13
All nf Section 36. T.
monthly payments provided for in Para
KuHKHT P. hhMfc.N.
graph l ive (5) hereof, shall be made oa S N.. K. 29 E., containing frto acres. The
a basis of one twelfih
of the amount improvements consist of house, well, and
of Public Lands of tha
ornmishmner
of such timber so remaining.
State of .New Mexico.
No hid on the above
fencing, value $640.1)0.
described tract of land will be accepted First Publication May 3, im
14.
It is understood and agreed bv both for Ick
than tinnn nr
r.
I'lihin atu.n July 5, 191H.
last
parties hereto that the purpose of making
faifa(iaifiai(iablaS,aiai
Sale No. 1214
All of Sec. 36: T. 6 N..
provision herein for annual payinenta on
the purchase price of the lands is strictprovements consist of house, sheds, wind!
in
of
for
the
interests
benefit
R.
29
and
tMO
the
ly
E., containing
acres. The imam! protection of the State of New Mex
breaks, well, windmill, fencintr. and nlowico ,it being admitted to be in the inNo bid on the above I
ing, value $1341.00.
v. ai.,u umi ui mini will UC HliepiCU
PERSONAL
,u nu
vuul1
.f.
icbiu lusu i iur ie man fiu.uu per acre.
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CLASSIFIED

Each of the above deacribed tracts will MAKKV A I' ARM ER Worth (40.000. Full
6.
In the event that the purchaser shall
15.
It is understood and agreed bj be offered for sale separately.
ii ularb by teturn mad, ft .253a Minna
unwilling to accept the cruiser's espari
timates as basis for payment for the timber, both parties hereto that inasmuch as the
St. San Francisco, Cal.No. 2i51'H.
The above sale of land will be subject
a joint cruise shall be made at the ex- sale' of the lands and timber herein desia
made
at public auction and up- to the following
cribed,
terms and conditions, I DARK YOU WRITE ME; Widow; worth
pense of the Purchaser, by one cruiser on
advertisement setting forth this contract vis:
named by the Commissioner and one named
$50,(Ui;
Lonely ; will mrry ; ti .Mission
in full, no modification of this contract
by the Purchaser, and the amount of or
San Francisco, Calif. No. 2131L
of the terms thereof shall hereafter
timber thus determined may be taken as
Except for the land selected for the Santa L'nity,
be
made.
Fe
and
Grant
of
Railroad
Bond Fund,
the basis
settlement, but acceptance or
County
the successful bidder must
to the WEALTHY YOUNG WIDOW would marry
rejection ot same must De made by the
16.
This agreement ahall inure to the Commissioner of Public Lands pay
man, old as oil
or his agent trustworthy,
Purchaser within thirty (30) davs of re-- ,
benefit
of
and
be
of the considered. Mrs. M. Box 5K4, Los Angeles,
binding upon the partiea, holding such sale,
ceipt of copy of report of joint cruise, their
successors and assigns. If price offered by him for the land, four Cal.-N- o.
in
no
the
respective
and
cover
shall
timber
event
n.
Spanish-Americathe office of Commissioner of Public per cent Interest in advance for the bal
ed by such cruise be cut or removed until the amount of atumpage has been agreed Lands shall be abolished, the public of- ance of such uprchase price, fees for ad- - MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me;
ficial
most nearly performing the presem verusmg ana appraisement and all costs first ami most successful "Home Makr ;
if
be
shall
the
and
then
long-standiupon;
parties
duties of the Commissioner of Public Lands incidental to the
sale herein,
each and hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strictly
unwilling to accept the amount determinshall be substituted for the Commissioner
all of said smounts must be deposited in confidential; most reliable;
ed by such joint cruise, the Commissioner
years of
shall designate a sealer to be paid by the of Public Lands for all purpose of this cash or certified exchange at the time
descriptions free. "The Snc ess-fu- l
of sale and which said amounts and all
Club", Mrs. Purdie, Box 5S6, Oakland.
Purchaser, who shall mark the timber to agreement.
of them are subject to forfeiture o the Calif.-N- o.
216197.
be paid for and scale and measure the
AGREES
THE PURCHASER
that the State of New Mexico, if the successful
same by the Scribner "Decimal C Log Rule
refer-re- d
j
be
made
as
set
to
hereinbefore
does
bidder
not
Rule
a
or
other
payments
as
execute
such
contract
within
Scale,
by
Log
may
lonely,
congenial
then be in use in this district by the rorin, win oe maue prompuy ana on ine tmrty days alter it has been mailed to members, worth $25. WW
Deswill
United States Forest Service; and in the uaiea on wnicn incy oecome uue ana mm by the State Land Of fee. aa id enn- - criptions FREE. Ralphup, Hyde, marry.
San Franassessand
that
all
and
taxes
tract to provide that the purchaser may cisco, Cal.No.
event of a scale being had as provided payable,
levied or assessed on at his option make payments of not less
for herein all of the live standing timber" ment that
jny bebepaid
ot ninety-tiv- e
by said Purchaser; man
having a diameter of ten (10) inches or such land shall
per cent ARC YOU SINGLE? Would
you mar-r- y
more inside the bark, three (3) feet from ttiat mis contract snail not oe sola, as nf the Dure ha se nrice at anv time
fttr
the ground, on any section shall be scal- signed or transferred in any manner what the sale and prior to the expiration of
if suited? Let me find your ideal,
in
soever
as
All
ed and paid
for.
live trees ten
except
provided herein, and
tmrty years irom tne date ot the con- absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
shall it be sold, assigned or tract
and to provide for the payment of
(10) inches or more in diameter inside the no event
transferred in any manner whatsoever to any unpaid balance at the expiration
marriage; honorable conof wishing
bark, three (3) feet from the ground, anv
hall
marked
h
far
euliinir
person, corporation or association of inirty years irom the date of the con- fidential; members descriptions freei
The
Purchaser shall then pay for all luch P, ,5,lll)- - who are not qualified to purchase tract with interest on deferred payments Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
Oakland Calif.
timber as determined by said scale and mark- - state lands to the extent embraced here at the rate of four oer cent net annum -- No. 112.
hold-infWithin tmrty (Ju; days alter tiic in, that this land is being purchased for payable in advance on the anniversary of
ing.
i
of
and
the
grazing
purpose
(6)
months from the
agriculture me uir oi ine contract, partial payments
expiration of si
OTERO
cash or certified exchange of the char commencement
to be credited on the anniversary of the NEW FAIR MOU NT MATER NITY HOS
of the cutting on a sec
oply; that while the land herein contractacter set forth in paragraph ten of the tion so marked, all timber
for
believed
ed
be
is
to
nf
date
the contract next following the PITAL for confinement; prices reasonable i
and
essentially
form of contract
' iini-ti- t ahull h mriiir(f and marked
fimataf4 hv
printed below.
land, should mineral be discovered date of tender.
Writ
may work for board; babies adopted.
Loans For Farmer
TAQS
t hereon
it is expressly understood and
tha trnlrr and na id far hv thi Purrhurr
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Ioog, 4911 E. 27th,
will
The
be
bidder
successful
The federal land bank, at Wich
required No deduction for defective timber or logs 'agreed that this contract is based, upon
sale of land selected for the Santa Kansas City. Mo. No. 203.
The
to execute the following
contract on or shall be made in scaling or settlement.
the express condition that the minerals Fe and Grsnt County Railroad Bond Fund
ita, Kansas, has approved applications
therein shall be and are reserved to the will be aubject to the above terms and MARRY IF LONELY. For
Superintendent Pablo Quintans re- before October 1st, 1918.
of members of the Olero county
speedy marriage
to which the land be- conditions except that the successful bid-de- r
7. Nothing herein contained shall operate fund or institution
he
has
closed
school
that
the
largtry my club; very successful; best,
CONTRACT
Farm Loan association, aggregating ports with
order-ing
longs, together with right of way to tne
must pay in cash or certified exchange est
to prevent the Commissioner from
in
his school finances in much
country ;h established 12 years.
Commissioner, "or any one acting under st the time of aale,
a scale of the
of the
hia
timber
at
SZ7,000. The abstracts have been or year
expense
a
mar
all y.
Thousand
early
ishing
and entered on
THIS AGREEMENT
made
He
condition
than
before.
ever
and
better
all
his
to
times
at
offered
him
scale
a
any
for the land,
authority,
by
price
any section or more, and upon
Old
n senptions
free.
dered sent in and these parties will
dar
into in dunlicate this
riage; c uii'l it
four per cent interest in advance for the Reliable
so ordered and made, the Purchaser move upon said land and mine and rehas not only met his pay rolls for of
club. Mr. Wrubel, 932 Madison,
1918, by and being
lei
move
minerals
therefrom
without
the
balance
of
such
get their money within a few days this
of
scale
on
basis
will
the
the
and
and
shall
be
price
Cal.-- No.
pay
purchase
has
but
of
care
some
taken
Oakland,
New
of
year
the
between
min
State
no
of
or
But
reservation
Mexico,
hindrance.
acting
Tularosa Tribune.
required to execute a contract
old warrants and has several new bv and throuarh Robert P. Ervien. ita Com- - not on the basis of the cruisd
erals shall be made in deeds given under for the payment nf the balance providing
of such
missioner of Public Landa thereunto duly
he tenns of this contract for land not purchase price in thirty equal annual in IlRUfi AND LIQUOR HABITS treated by
his
Educational
credit.
shall
Commissioner
to
The
buildings
designate
by
most
humane and scientific methods
Fire Discovered In Time
authorized party ot the hrst part and markings the timber to be cut wh n set
m
.u vumiiii uMuc.a.a
uvwh
witn interest on all deferred pay the
N. M.,
hereinafter called the Commissioner, and tlement i to be made on the basis of fjuantities at the time of the execution of iTaimcms
mcnts at the rate of four per cent per at Magdalena Hospital, Magdalena,
What threatened to be a disas- News Bulletin.
Address
communications to Pr, H. J.
ai
Six (6), and all of such timber such deed.
nnum in anvance payments and interest
trous fire started in the kitchen of
P. O. Box I03.-Abernathy,
arty of the second part, and hereinafter Paragraph
on
iue
the
each
o
for
Purchaser
be
October
whether
shall
1st,
year.
paid
by
the Southwestern Hotel at Alamo-gord- o
called the Purchaser.
r
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD AND
TORRANCE
cut or not cut.
AGREED by and between the parties hereThe above sale of land will be subject LADY FARMER, 45. worth $50,000. Would
a few days ago while all the
conof
WITNESSETH;
essence
that
time
is
the
this
to
valid
.15,
to
8.
League, Toledo, Ohio.
The word "section" a used - in this
existing rights, easements, rights marry,
The blaze
employes were absent.
No.
shall be conatrued to mean all tract, and that if default is made by the of way an dreservations.
contract.
1.
was discovered by Stanley Holden Greaaawood Cause Trouble
That for and in consideration of the! of the land in any one section which is purchaser in any of the payments as pro
.
vided herein, or if any of the conditions
D. M. Short has lost a number of sum of
The Commissioner of Public Lands or MARRY
who was sitting in the park across
full sec
the State, whether
owned
for results try me;
LONELY;
Dollars, cash in hand, beinar ten ver cent tion or byotherwise.
and agreements set out herein are not his agent holding such sale reserves the heat and IFmost
from the building and turned in the cows in pasture southeast of town, of
successful "Home Maker';
the total purchase price of the lands
truly kept and performed by the said right to reject any abd all bids offered hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strictalarm. The fire was quickly check- and attributes it to an exclusive diet (not including the timber) described in The word
at the time and in the manner at said sale.
"stumpage" a used in this purchaser
ly confidential; moat reliable; years of exed although a high wind was blow- of greasewood. Ordinarily this shrub Schedule "A" attached hereto, comprising agreement, shall
be construed to mean the as herein provided, then this contract can
free.
"The Successperience; descriptions
acrea at
cancelled at the option of the
and
be
Possession
may
under
determinof
in
contracts
sale
board
for
of
timber
ful
catis
amount
Club". M rs. urdie. Box 55. Oakland.
the
for
feet,
as
time.
at
ing
good forage
regarded
per acre, but at a price of not less than
Commissioner, and all payments, with in- the above deacribed tracta will be given Calif.-N- o.
211199.
by cruise, scale, or estimate, as protle, but because there is no grass at Three Dollars and Fifteen Cents (S3.15) ed
become
liquidated damage, up- on or before October 1st, 1918.
terest, shall
vided for herein.
on failure of the purchaser to comply with
Alamogordo will have a new county present it is thought that too much per acre, and in further consideration of
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES.
the agreement to pay the remaining ninety
Witness my hand and the official
shall be entitled to thirty days' notice of intention to cancel
9.
The
causes the trouble
purchaser
high school building that will be, a greasewood
mailed to the address given herein, and of the State Land Office of the State of
(90) per cent of the said purchase price receive a deed for
coverof
lands
the
I'S-that's
any
all we ask; then
INVESTIGATE
credit to the state by the time school Estancia Herald.
with interest at the rate of four (4) ocr ed
w Mexico,
all rights ot the purchaser to acquire the
this twenty-seventby this contract;
day of invent iJ.uu tew month, get warranty
.. aa. njjl II, IIO,
cent on all deferred pay mem a in advance
,
"Vi
opens in the fall. Work has been
vm
iiim
"""
S200 monthly
Deed
mav
to
land
that
nay
in the following
described manner:
a.
When payment in full for all lands ana inereio cna, ana ine tommiiiioDn
in oil profits.
Free map.
Write today.
going on the new building for the Splendid Crop
a.
Intereat at four (4) per cent por an- and all timber
shall be entitled tn immediate and exclu- P.
ROBT.
ERVIEN
been
made
have
shall
Sour
Co.
Oil
lake
Texas
679,
Demenil, Su
will
but
W.
soon
be ready for
J.
Davis, living northwest of num to be paid at the date of the delivery
past year
vc
urm as
"
herein; out the rurchaser snail
Commissioner of Public Land, Iajuis, Mo. No.
dedication. It is a modern and well Mcintosh, .reports his crops on old of thia contract, upon the unpaid ninety Erovtded lor
and
to
full payment
repossess
of
though
enjoy
premises
State of New Mexico.
7- .f l
- privilege
t
mill
ll . l making
i . an
(90) per cent of the purchase price of the at
Knnlr.xt tiH
anuJ uraucr,
ine isnui
nine ior
planned in every respect and equip- ground the best for a number of lands,
First Publication May 3, 1918.
LAND FOR SALE.
to and including December 31st, and any
shall thereupon receive a deed in tee
acres of 191a. up
Last.
Publication
ped with the best in everything. The years. He has sixty-fiv- e
AND
UNDERSTOOD
IT IS FURTHER
July S, 1918.
simple for such lands and timber.
AGREED, that possession to lands herein
Department is glad to see such school very fine beans, and good corn.
26,ntt0 ACRES near Silver City, N. M
at
On January 1st, 1919, interest to be
b.
existing
At any time after the date of this contracted for and held tender
b.
tstancia Herald.
buildings erected in New Mexico.
201.
$2.75 per acre.-N- o.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
paid at the same rate for the year end- agreement the Purchaser shall be entitled leases at the date hereof, do not come
Educational News Bulletin.
N. M.
G.
THOS.
Deming,
AITKEN,
December
aaid
oa
31st.
the
of
the
until
1919,
the
into
unpaid to a deed for all of the land owned by
ing
purchaser
possession
NOTICE FOR PUBUCATION
Will H.ln Mi.
purchase money.
the State in any one township affected by October 1st, following date hereof.
FOR SALE-A- LL
OF SECTION 5. TOWNC. E. Drummond arrived" Sunday
this contract upon full payment for lands
PUBLIC LAND SALE
c.
Oa
,
1920,
QUAY
SHIP 3, range 57, Adams county. Price
January 1st,
(Signatures, etc.)
timber in such township.
from the harvest fields of Kansas.
of the unpaid purchase money shall and
V.
E.
St.
S15,
terms.
Thompson,
Easy
MORA COUNTY
He has a large acreage of beans be paid and also interest at the said c At
Sale No. 1223
S'. R?r. 20; All of
Joseph, Mo. No. 218 199.
time after the. date of this
'
The Coggins Cattle Co.. of F.l Paso planted on his homestead, and since rate upon the remaining unpaid purchase agreement, any
'
the Purchaser shall be entitled VV."8
TL"
V,
l ,A
Off;, e
the
Commissioner of Public MOUNTAIN RANCH AND
14
price.
to a deed for any number of outlying AM of,ASectmns 2Sec.4, 10 12,
unloaded here last week over 400 3yr the recent rains, the German allies.
g, 24,R. 2615; Landa,
34; T. 11
or sections forming exterior ?8, NJ4, SWfc,
CA1TLE FOR SALE
sections,
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
d.
In like manner thereafter on January boundaries
oia steers and drove them to their the weeds were stunning the growth
of the lands described herein.
Two waters six miles apart on edge and
than 111.1$
ranch on the Canadian. Nara Visa of his crop and he came home 1st of each year until the total purchase if selection shall be made by the rur ratt will H mrrrtttA (nf
Reserve.
in
Forest
equipped
Completely
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
shall have been paid, the payment chaaer so a to clean un a line of bound per acre, to be paid as provided in parastables, nouses.
corrals, pastures,
News.
to fight and help his country by price
oranh nn. r.t th ihnv rnntrspt.
Thft the provisions of an Act of Congress an- - with
of ninety (90) per
of
Black- - smith shop,
Five miles
East
or
etc.
and
West
sections
tools
running
ary
laws
1910,
the
of the of
June 20th,
raising food for the soldiers. Will- cent of the aaid purchase price, together North and South, aa further exnlained thus lands are referred to in paragraph 12 of proved
650 acres of patented land.
fence.
State of New Mexico, and rules and rreu 7(10 drift
of for instance in Townshio 2 North. Ranee said contract as schedule "B" lands.
with interest on the unpaid portion
J. S. Bradley, of the "Three Link ard Record.
acres of leased and mineral lands. 250
la tion a of the S(ate Land Office, the Comthe lame at four (4) per cent per an- 12 West, the Purchaser must select first
t le. Ran ge tor 600.
Home ranch ha
cat
located
a
few
miles
of
ranch,
north
num shall be paid.
Sale No. 1224
S& Sec. 2; All of Sec missioner of Public Lands will offer at fine eleven rom two story house with
or its, e, ana o,
either sections u and
sale to the highest bidder at electric lights, ohone if wanted, daily mail,
Olenno, has now 1000 acres of land
Sec. 6; Stf, Sec 8. AU of Sec Jublic
if any. 4; E
to
Purchaser
eelect.
The
agrees
P. M., on Thursday, tuly 18th. and near
UNION
All paymenta on the purchase price of the
with plenty of grass and amply proA beautiful .home
school.
row of section
first and then 32; T. 11 N., R. 13 W., NEtf,
in the town of Mora, County of as well aagraded
1918,
lands or timber herein provided for. and lateroutlyins
a fine cattle proposition. Altito select those section adjacent and Sec. 2; T. 11 N R. 14 W., SWtf, NW
vided with good water, which he has
Sec. 6; NNEM, SWKNE.
interest thereon remaininar due and. un lying next toward tne center oi
SEH
W& Mora, State of New Mexico, in front of tude yo high" for preaent owner.
town-shitne
stocked with 300 head of cattle, printhe court houae therein, the following desPrice-Ra- nee
R. J. Pierce who purchased a tract paid, shall bear intereat at the rate ol
5.000.00 Cattle $50.00 around
But no deed for such land shall NWSE, Sec. 8; All of Sec. 18; SWft cribed
tracts of land, vis:
SWUNW. Sec
not counting 1' 18 calf crop. 6 Bulls $500.00.
cipally cows. He began acquiring his of state land in this county less than oar (1) per cent per month andbethe Pur
NNW.
be given by the Commissioner until all Sec. 20;
de of such
in
All
Sec.
to
chaser
shall
be
considered
of
30; W, Sec. 32; NNWji,
28;
owner. Carl E. Free
Liberal
Address
terms.
and
the
timber
thereon
sectiona
nock about three months ago.
a year ago now has it fenced and fault of this contract uoon failure to oar shall have been
All of Section 11; N4 man, P. O. Pox lti), White OaksM New
Sale Na. 1228
SWXSWJ4, SEJ4, Sec. 34; T. 12
paid for in full, as herein SENW,
SEtfNWtf, SWtf, W
N.. R. 14 W., All of Sections 4, 10; T. NVS, SWtfNEtf,
Mexico. No.
stocked with 500 head of cattle and any or all of the sums due for landa or provided.
uoz
ec. u
, ?ec ut iv. ar.it.
Mrs. R. C Bell, of Nara Visa lost is
12 N., R. 15 W., All of Sec 32; T. 13 N.,
or interest thereon under the terms
making other extensive improve timber
14
hereof, after thirty days' notice of tame
W., N. SWtf, Sec 26, T. 13 N.. EV. EWiS, Sec. 24; NNEtf, ENWtf,
10.
WANTED-Ab- out
Before this contract Is delivered R.
her car in a fire that started in the ments.
three sections of leased
22 N.,
22 E,
T
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Sec
25;
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8066.80
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No
no notice of snontn the Purchaser
bid
acres.
ay
reentered
mail:
but
W.,
containing
to
agrees
deposit with the
barn where it stood. Two fine regis
ly payments for timber, aa provided for Commissioner, as a guarantee for the faith- will be accepted for less than $3.15 per SWWSWtt. Sec 1: All of Sectiona i. 4. 9.,
cao craze .11 th.
cattle
whrr
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sec. zi;
ia, 10; r.n,
tered neriora duiis in another part State Senator G. C Smith was in Paragraph Five (5) hereof ahall be ful performance of all and singular the acre, to be paid aa provided ia paragraph iu,
,P eaae
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Lot 2, EJ4NWM, SWMfiEK. NWXSEM, Sec.
.OUI",
'
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terms hereof, a check in the sum of one of the above contract.
oi ine ounaing were saved.
and other in
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Democratic
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All
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ol Section. 20,1
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rat letter. No. 138. car.
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All of Sec. 12; N& 6ec. 21. 22; WHSEM NEKSEK, W
Central Committee of Union county AND IN FURTHER CONSIDERATION of certified by a Thousand
Sale No IZ2J
NE.
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new
Mexico.
Santa
re,
XWU.
24:
23:
See.
All
WVNE.
ol
a
covenant s, agreement and conditions tne
oi Mew Mexico, eacn ot wnicn 14; SWtf. Sec. 20; Nj4, Sec 22; E4, SWtf,
at a meting held in Clayton last the
ROOSEVELT
29, 32; SJ4N54, SX Sec. 2; T. 23 N.,
.. .
neretnatter set out to be term and oer- - shall state
have a capital paid in of not less Sec 24; EJ4E& SWtfSEtf, SEtfSWtf, Sec tiona
week.
23
E
R.
11548.41
Thr
acre.
All
fonned by the Purchaser, the Commission' than Fifty Thousand
Sec
containing
Dollar
($50,000.).
with 26; NWtfNWtf, SNWtf. 13 S& AH 28;
M FIE
a
M FIE
con.iat of fencing,
er agrees to convey by a good and eff- a
&
Sec. 30; T. 10 N.. R
of
value
improvement,
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of
W..
one-haof
of
less
than
not
surplus
A few Portales young men are planai IOU.W.
aaid Purchaser,
i
the
10,
14, 18; N& Sec 20; All of SecUnion County's quota of men to icient deed to IntheSchedule
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAcapital; nut ine rurcnaser
'A" attached tne paid-usubstitute at any time in lieu of tions 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 34, T. 10 N., R.Sec-13
ning to build an airplane and are leave during the month of July to- lands described
No.
NJ4.
Sec
7tl
Sal.
when paid for in full as herein may
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All
Sec.
of
All
of
NEWNEJ4,
2:
Sec
hereto,
4;
e
Ejl,
W.,
Thoussuch certified check Twenty-Fivnow waiting on plans. They have tals 105.
OFFICEi
Sec.
SecW!4NWJ.
All
SWJ.NEJ.,
SEMNWX,
11;
of
Sec 22:
provided.
and Dollars ($25,000.), of United States Gov- tions 10, 12, 14; Ntt,
tome of the materials ready. Por- 12 N., R. 14 W., Alt of Sec 36; T. 22 N., R. 25 E., containing 520 acrea.
ernment Bonds.
Only coupon bonds will tions13 26,N-- T. R.
Palac.
Csra.r
6 Wa.klala
2.
are
There
no
14
The
aoreea
nav
Purchaser
to
at
T.
,
13,770.93
improvement.
containing
toies ruewi.
Mr. Mahannah. of Indcnendence the rate of not less than Two Dollars be acceptable, but the Purchaser shall be acres. The timber W.,
on this tract has been
entitled to
interest on such bond a
Saala Fa, Naw M.sWo.
JIo bid on the above deacribed tracta of
No bid will be acsold but not cut over.
Valley, has just finished a sheep and Fifteen Cent ($2.15) per thousand feet it accrue. the
Bear Grass Price AaWanea.
measure for all timber of Western
cepted for less than $3.15 per acre, to be
tight pasture of 160 acres which will board
Yellow Pine and ether specie
standing and
J. B. Pruddy, of Portales, local be
The Commissioner shall hold such de- paid as provided in paragraph one of the
a great improvement on his farm. erowtnc
oa the said Land, the amount posit
above form of contract,
of
Purchaser
default
the
and
upon
agent for the American Manufactur
Des Moines Swastika.
of atumpage of such timber to be as- in the
performance of any of the terms
certained a hereinafter provided.
The successful bidder will be required to
ing Co., of St. Joiiis, for bear grass
of thia contract, said sum of Twenty-Fiv- e
has announced that the price has
Thousand
Dollar (S2i,O00.) shall inure to pay for the advertising and all costs in2.
leas than ninetv
Not
90.
be
dava
to the sale herein.
cidental
Mexico
New
the State of
a liquidated
advanced from $9.00 a ton to $11.00 a
VALENCIA
fore the Purchaser ahall desire to comAnd
it is hereby ' expressly
ton for the dried and bated grass.
mence cutting the timber upon aay of the damages.that the amount
existing on the land
which
Any
of
improvements
damages
land covered by thia contract, it shall agreed
shall accrue to the State of New Mexico at the time of the first publication of
New SaperiateedeBt At Belen
give the Commissioner notice of it in- by virtue of a breach of this contract this notice shall be paid for by the sucMaterial Skipped
tention, tore t her with a lenl deacrintion by the Purchaser shall, and the same is cessful bidder.
Superintendent J. H. DovWen. of of
The balance of the finishing matthe section from which it wishes to hereby declared to be, the sura of Twenty-Fiv- e
San Juan County, has remove
the timber, and upon receipt of
AH outstanding leases oa lands sold will
erial for the building of the First Farmington,
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.), and upon
been elected superintendent of the such notice the
Commissioner shall cause such breach this contract
shall terminate. be cancelled on October i, 1918, and posNational Bank at Portales has been Valencia
cruise to be made of the deairaated Upon faithful compliance with the terms session will be given the successful bidBeSchool
at
County
High
shipped and it is expected to be com- len and has
land, by a timber cruiser appointed by of this contract aaid deposit shall be re- ders oa that date
the position hies,
who shall make his cruise and espleted and ready for occupancy by He conducted accepted
to the party of the second part The above
a
sucessful
term
timates strictly according to the terms turned
very
sale of lands is subject to
at the expiration of the period covered
August 1st.
as instructor at the Valencia County hereof. The amount of timber shows to by
valid existing rights, easements, rights of
life of this contract.
the
on the lands by these cruises (subject
be
and
reservations.
way
institute tnis summer. ,
to the conditions hereinafter recited) shall
jrou will
assiga the contract
RIO ARRIBA
be the basis for payment for the timber' forThethePurchaser may
The Commissioner of Public Lands erf
of land ia whole or in
reserves
Ifexico
New
to
the
Superintendent Baca renorta that covered by this contract. The time of part, butpurchase
reject
no assignment of the same shall
right
of
Food
his school finances are in splendid notice
be made for lands in
township un- any and all bids offered at aaid sale.
It is very gratifying for
provided for herein, however, may less all of the leads aay
in each township
condition
and
he
was
that
able
to
he
whea
and
official
seal
pay
changed
Witness say hand and the
necessary
by agree snd covered by this contract be includman to go through Rio Ariba
all his teachers off with warrants ment ol the parties.
of the State Land Office of the State
ed thereisk
and see the number of goodcounty
new that were not dishonored at the
of New Mexico,
this 8th day of May.
school houses which County school banks
11.
The, Commissioner agrees to appoint aa
As long as the Purchaser shall 1918,
and that he'has a surplus sufana
satisfactory observe the covenant herein agreed by it
superintendent Jose Garcia has to his ficient to pay his teachers next fall
mutually
ROBT. f ERVTElf,
who shall W enwaweteaf fa to be performed, it shall have aad enjoy
credit in his county. Soon after he until the
Ceasaiaiosir of Public Land of the
are collected. That's cruise the timber covered by this coa- - the right
to occupy and use aaid land.
had assumed the duties of his office, business I taxes
State f New Mexico
tract, towards whose compensation the And the Purchaser shall have and eajoy
Edncational
News
Bullet
rmrtkmwrr wiB aay t the State Serewty all rights ef way privileges
he and Assistant State Superintend- - in.
eceseary and First PubtieaHoa May p, 191.
tare ta7x, taar
row
it tar logging purwoees.
aver, say. Last Pvibticatiea Amguet 8, mi
be
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me!" she faltered, her voice broken by
fear or pain.
Fngcrly Christophei itace and l'atll
Western put out t ieir arms to reuch
and draw her into the car.
Hut fate came between them and the
girl. A new puff of wind caught the
balloon again, bumping the basket
against the battlements, so thut both
men staggered und fell upon their
knees. So great und so sudden was
the strain that the branch which for a
moment had arrested them broke with
a sharp snap, and the balloon, already
lightened of ballast, was whirled away
like a
before they hud
time to speak.
In a second the white-robegirl and
the dark battlements had been swept
out of sight. Western got to his feet
and seized the valve-corhut Christo
pher, still on his knees, cried out a
warning "stop!"
he suid, "what's that
Listen,
sound?"
"The sea 1" he exclaimed. "We're over
the sea."
"Another moment and we should
have been in it," added Christopher,
"Then thut house must stand close
to the shore," Western said. ".Sixty
srcoinis ago we were there; now "
"We're being blown out to sea, aren't
wc finished Christotiher.
"I'm afraid we are," the other ad
milled. "i rent Scot ! 1 wouldn't have
had this happen for anything."
"Is It so dangerous?"
"Hang danger! I wasn't thinking of
or you either. I was thinking
mysell
of the girl that beautiful, that divine
girl. We've lost her deserted her, left
her abandoned do you understand?
We can't get buck to her. We don't
know where she Is. We can never tlnd
her again."
"We must," said Christopher.
Western tilted out another bag of
sand.
The clouds fell from under them as
they shot up Into more rarefied air.
"The best thing we can hope for now,
1
suppose," he went on, "Is to get to
France, and then back again, to find
her and the house, or to spend all we
have, and are, in trying to do It. If
we're to make this passage without
shipwreck, we must travel high."
After midnight the gale grew weary.
soap-bubbl- e

COPYRIGHT. l3lo

d

clsion. lint Christopher Hace, who
stood in the middle of the car, wondered heciiiise, though the six
The Lost Girl.
hands vanished, the lialloon .still
seemed hi he standing still.
Christopher was scorching, lie had
"Not enough pis, suppose," he murengaged In il'i iin Impossible thing, "r mured, Willi gentle scorn. "It's the
itiiiissilili with :i car less sympathetic same sort of
feeling you have In u
tliiin.
rlr Runner, Inn lid believed motor, when she
gasps out her last
t'nit lie was going I" 'I" it.
sigh of petrol through her carhuret-h-r.- "
Hi' had hud ii tingling rush down u
ruinl when,
long, straight siivleli
"Is il?" echoed his new friend, who
u
slowing us liitli' us might hi- was, Christopher now began to realize,
In1 shot through ii uood'-1111111111:.
an cxi
lingly
young man
si- tioii a ii' ran hi "ii s uiii'i linn? nil
of the J. est American type. "Well,
ing.
just sli p here inn! look over."
Mechai'ieally hi' came hi a stop, so
Christopher stopped ami looked, ami
t
rl
Si
'ii
Runner her started buck amazed.
that
S'llllll'lllj'
While he had
nil'
fur s; cd waltzed in yrstiT- sneered at the halloon's
iiriinir
plight, she
day's mini, mill llt llt'I' lllllllU't Where had hoi'ii quietly, Industriously rising
tier driviiig-- heels should have been.
to a height of a thousand feet above
Aliuvi' h
head nti'l l hrlstopher s u the stnriiiK faces he had
expected to
charming balloon was poised, iis
see KiiziiiK up into his.
in inching it in 'n ri li in an adja"Not enough nasi" laughed the
cent lii'l l, while leaning over tin' edge American. "Why, thanks to my econof its l.aski'i rar, al a height nl' .'in let omy, we're as full of
gas as one of
in an', a young man ilrank a ii nl' ti'a your ha penny dailies. Let's be
happy
li.i- approaching
l.iiiUi'd down
it ii
as birds, telling each other our names
iimtiir.
and impressions of things in general.
"Halloa I" sai'l lie In 111" sky.
I'm 1'aiil Western "
!"
lie
lie
n plied
"Ilallua
t'lirlli.
mi
"I might have guessed thut," cut in
,
"That's what you cull
isn't Christopher. "You're the Western, of
it?"
course winner of the big balloon race
"or its first cousin," grumbled
last week. Delighted to meet you. As
angry with himself and rullli'il for me, the only race I have to my
Willi the stranger.
credit Is my name Christopher Itace."
"Side-slip'something W" inner net,"
Already, as one says across the Chanaii! the young man in the lialliiiiu.
nel, it made night; and far below they
"Or tire trouble; Little Stranger is saw clustering
lights, shining like
Rome vehicle."
jewels on purple velvet cushions.
"Me ilunt have hi say our prayers l hough they could teel no wind, us
every time we want tn stop," sni'l they bunt over the edge of the basket
"(inod-by- .
Hope, ynu'll the lights in the world beneath apI'hlistophcr.
get somewhere."
peared to limit rapidly past, us if borne
"I'm in mi hurry to yet anywhere," by an onrushitig tide.
answered ill' other. "I'm out for fun;
"Have you any idea where we are?"
ureu't ynu?"
asked Christopher, who had long ago 1
"Xo; fur business, (cind-hagain." abandoned hope of Torquay or Its
"I ilnn't know where ynu wnul hi go, neighborhood if he had ever really
hut I hei I could gel y,iu there quicker had any hut, like u true sportsman,
Ihan you can net yourself."
was reveling In the adventure.
"What? I'nuld ynu go fmm London
".Might he Hampshire," suggested
t(i
in seven hours?
'l'liat's West"i-vaguely, "or well, might
I'm
what
be anywhere
near the coast. It's
lying I" il'i."
"Shouldn't ave to try. .Shall I lake hard hi say to .".0 miles or so, the way
we have been racing."
you?"
c ar anil nil?"
and
lie had pulled the valve-corI'm ymir
'TniiH', I'm serious,
lh"y steadily descended. .Suddenly
crah nil ill lh" village, which I can see lin y
conscious of a luminous
not far nil', though in your wonnlikc gilding of tile mist close to the falling
a balloon; mid al the same instant the
position on carlh ymi can't
glimpse of it. Shouldn't wonder if ear bumped and swayed. They were
there's a garage f sorts."
entangled In a tree.
There was a mlcrolie in Christopher
'Halloa, (ii s is a surprise party!"
Unco's I'looil wliii Ii went t.ia'l when il exclaimed Western, quick to snatch an
with the mii'rohe of u
came In coiii-ielieuditig far over the edge he felt
(suggested udvciit lire, llisirranil from lor tin.' branches which held the basLyndon to Toniuay was an crraml of ket, and bewail to hack al them, "l'ush
business, as he had hiule.l. An inlver- - off you:' side if you can," he said to
tisemciit of his hud lieu answered yes Christopher.
Iirowu of
obediently Christopher leaned out
lerilay by it Mr.
Mall, near Tonpiay, invit- and down, his hands coming Into cou-tawith bristling
ing him to bring his car on a visit of
"Why, we're close to a house," he
ins, tioti and he engaged fig- ii
month's trip If satisfactory,
lieenuse said to Western, whose back was
)n was proud of Scin-leltui'.ner, ttud turned toward him as he worked.
liked to show her puces, he had wired "There must be a lighted window just
tl'at he would (tires permit tint;) reach round the corner."
the Hall hi u seven hours' run from
By tills time Western had stopped
London."
chopping brunches to glance over his
'Do You Mean to Say You Remained on the Roof All Night?"
"I uccept with pleasure your kind in- shoulder.
"Uy Jove, we are close!" he ex- They still hung over the sea, but far
vitation," Christopher said. "Will you
e
Just
past an unattended
claimed.
call for me or do I call for you?"
away shone a lamp like a fallen star. ready to bolt, and sprang out with a
"I can touch the stone ledge, Just It was a lighthouse. Western said; and, bound Into
"We'll make u rendezvous," replied
open country again.
the other, "a little lower down or round the corner of the house wall," though they lost the welcome gleam, It
"We shall do it!" cried Western;
what you're still accustomed to consid- said Christopher. "It's wet
Why, was not long after when they heard and then, round a turn, showed a rail
ering 'down.' When you've put up jour there's u pool of blood !"
once more the thunderous booming of way crossing. A moment earlier, and
crawler, you might Just bring along ait
Christopher leaned out, with one surf.
the cur would have shot through like
yokel or two to help un- knee on the edge of the trapped car,
"Land !" shouted Western. "She's un arrow; but Race had to jam the
hitch me from the stars, eh? I don't one hand plunged into and grasping brought us safely across, after all.
brake on with sudden force, or Scarlet
want to let myself down, as I cuu't the
ivy. Hanging thus.
lies France Xormundy, perhaps, Runner's bonnet would have crashed
he
see
came
could
re
the
window
whence
Now's our chance, und we must take into the gates as they swung shut.
pis."
upti
It or fare worse."
Christopher put up his car at the the light.
The cur was uhead of the train at
Hum's
A
windowover
Inn stiihle and in the company of three
the
He pulled the valve-corbody hung
The earth the crossing, but the race was over,
sin, inert and liteless. There was a flew up at them, and not far off were and they had lost.
red stain on the forehead, and the a group of farm buildings, with a large
It was easy enough to learn from the
hair, which was dark and long, clung pond beyond.
thut the train they had
gatekeeper
wet and matted over the brows. The
Together they started off through a chased was bound for London, but, as
d
lips were twisted into a terrible,
plowed tield of sodden mud toward the it would stop at four stations before
smile, and Christopher start- building with the pointed roofs where reaching Its destination. It was Imposed back from it with a cry.
they secured a curt to take them to the sible to guess at which the girl was
"What did you see?' asked Western.
nearest railway station. .
most likely to get out.
Christopher told him. "Do you want
The journey back to England ucross
All they could do was to pause at
to look anil make sure I'm not mud?" a turbulent
exwas
a vulgar
each town in turn, and Inquire at the
noisy sea
In' asked.
,
perience compared to their flight with station for a young lady answering
For mi instant Western hesitated, !hc mind among the stars.
their description. At Beemouth they
hen said that he would look.
It was eight in the morning when had to stop for Scarlet Runner needed
held
us
had
he
held 'hey touched English soil, and their water and petrol; and while Chrishim,
Christopher
Christopher; but the look was a brief l.rst thought was to buy a newspaper, topher was supplying her wants. Westone.
of which they scarcely let a paragraph ern bought a newspaper of thut morn"For heaven's sake, let's get out of go unregarded.
But they learned ing.
Ins." Western stammered.
"I hope nothing. So far, the battlemented
"Wendy to go on," said Christopher.
I'm no coward, but It's too ghastly
house kept Its secret; nevertheless, if
"We won't go on. We stop here,"
happening on such a thing whatever fortune did not favor thetu iu one way, answered the American excitedly.
it is, whatever it means. Il makes me It did In another, for they discovered "Read this."
s'n k to he near It.
Where's that ax? a train leaving Southampton almost ImHe pointed to a half column of
Here. We'll be free, and off into pure mediately after their arrival, which startling headlines:
"Murder or Sui'We're being Blown Out to Sea, air in a minute."
would take them across country to cide of a Baronet.
Master of Abbey
Aren" We?"
With a crash, a branch broke short Scarlet Runner.
Beautiful Young
Court, Dorsetshire.
She lay ut a small village not far Cirl Accused, and Arrested by Police
collected, off under the ax. Western threw out
otitis :nin, whom he
leturned to the held of the buHnou by sand, and flouted up, humping against from Yeovil; and it was eleven when While Trying to Escape."
a curious, battlemeuted roof, which Christopher was ready to return WestSir Digby riuntagenet was an eccena short cut across men lows.
ern's hospitnlity of the day before.
baronet, claiming deKach of Christopher's assistants pot rose unJ stretched dark in the moontric, middle-age- d
All night the expert balloonist had scent from kings. He was a childless
Iialf a crown for the work he would light.
"We're
caught
have been enchanted to do for nothing,
again! Another puzzled over the problem ol distances widower, living alone save for two old
md while all three villnne youths cluin branch somewhere!" cried AVestern and speed, trying to determine .from servants, a Mr. and Mrs. Honey.
grinninK to the Iiusket's edge the in- desperately. Just us they had thought the map of England how fur and In Though rich enough to keep a generto sail out of danger of perilous humps. what direflion Little Stranger had ous household, he lived almost as a
vited izwxt climbed In.
As he exclaimed, something moved drifted. Now. in obedience to West- miser, and saw no one until a year be"When I say 'Let ko!' do it all together," ordered the balloon's owner, near by, and u tigure which had been ern's calculations. Scarlet Runner's fore, when he sent for a daughter of
us he pulled in his anchor and deftly hiding umong the battleuents sprang bonnet was pointed oimn a southeast- his dead brother, a young girl, Margatestooned the rope round the cur. "Any- - up acd ran toward the swaying bal- erly course, slanting always toward ret Plantagenet, whom he had been
the sea.
educating in a French convent school.
me who hangs on may get translated loon.
Darkness fell, and all the searching
The girl had come to live with her un
A girl In a white dress was hurryo another sphere.
Farewell forever.
Son- let go!"
ing along the flat roof, her arms out- and all the questionings had been vain. cle, and eight or nine months after her
And they did let go with scared pre- - stretched in a detaining gesture. "Save It was useless to go on after nightfall, arrival both servants husband and
TENTH EPISODE
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Mam's Rise to Place Above the Lower
Animals Declared to Be Result

of Eating Meat

In a letter to Science, W. W. Lyon
Mates that there appears to be "strong
aoological evidence that man and his
ancestors have long indulged In three
forms of animal food which today are
commonly foond in markets." The par--1
4?at vbkfc prey upon man, and whica

are associated with animals, are the this parasite might Indicate that he bad
beef, pork and fish tapeworms. Scien- eaten uncooked fish for a long period,"
tific Investigation seems to indicate On the whole, however, speculation on
that the evolution of these three para- the subject points to the probability
sites has probably been somewhat sim- that man has been a meat eater for
ilar to that of man himself. In the case many thousand years. Certain investiof the beef and pork parasites. It is gators, notably Gregory, have conthen argued that man has been eating cluded that the horse was a source of
food, and others who have followed his
pigs and cows and perhaps himself
In the research activities have been unable to
for a good many centuries.
case of the fish parasite the theory prove that primitive man did not eat
fails, for the dug Is also affected. But horse meat along with beef. Further
this commentator adds that "the ease evidence that man was not early given
g
is embodied in the
with which man becomes infested wlti to
meat-eatin-

wife ;luid left. The gossip of thecoun-trysld- e shots, I supposed he had nYd them
was that Sir Dlgby's growing to terrify me. After that all wus jsllent.
eccentricity had been too much for I decided to wait, If I were not discovthem; but others said thut, having ered, till dawn, when . I would slip
hoped thut their master's fortune might down, hopiug my uncle might be
become theirs by his will, jealousy of asleep."
"Do you mean the Jury to underthe beautiful niece hud fluully com
stand that you remained on the roof (By REV. P. 11. FITZWATER, D. D..
pelted them to give notice.
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
For several months the young girl all night without being aware that
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
had ucted us her uncle's housekeeper, your uncle was dead?" demanded the
1918,
Weitern Newspaper
(Copyright,
without usslstunce. No servants were coroner.
Union.)
dared
"I
answered
the
no
The
"I
received.
visitors
do,"
girl.
duy
engaged,
not ga down. Once, though, I hoped
before the publication of the report
LESSON FOR JULY 14
Marne grocer hud called at Abbey to be taken away."
At this arose a whisper. What could
court with his curt to bring milk and
READING GOD'S WORD.
other stores. Ills knocking remained the girl mean? Was she, too, mad?
unanswered, but at last he discovered And had she expected miraculous aid?
Acta 8:
LESSON TEXT-Peal- mi
"While I was on the roof," she went
that a side door was unlocked. Fear
ing some tragedy in the strange house on faintly, In her uneasiness giving an ' GOLDEN TEXT Te shall know the
air of artificiality to her statement, truth, and the truth shall make you free.
hold, he entered, cried Miss Pluutagenet's name, but bud no unswer. He "soon after dark It must have been, a John 8:32.
Material
AUUITlONAIi
then ventured on an explorutlon, and
Pro
TEACHERS
Psalms 87:31:
finully made a dreadful discovery ; the
verbs 13:13; Isaiah
John
Romans 15:4.
body of Sir Digby hung hulf out of a
DE.VOT10NAL READING Psalms 119:
window invisible from the bock of the
house where the grocer entered. The
unfortunate baronet bud been shot in
I. Characteristics
of God's Word
the breast and 111 the head, though no
(Ps. 19:7-11weapon was to be seen; and Miss
The Psalmist here sets forth six deI'liintiigenet, the only other occupant
scriptive titles of God's Word, six
of the house, hud disappeared. The
qualities, aud six resultant
grocer ut ouce untitled the police at
effects.
and
was
search
made
the
Marne,
for
FIRST GROUP
missing girl. Lute in the evening she
1. Title: "The Law of the Lord"
wus found ut Weymouth, in n state of
(v. 7).
eollupse, ut a small hotel near the rail
By this Is meant the fundamental
way station, where she hud arrived
principles which God as a moral being
that morning. She was arrested on
reveals to the consciences of men na
suspicion of murdering her eccentric
binding upon the soul. These are
uncle, whose heiress she was believed
everywhere discernible In the Bible.
to be ; but her weakness und hysterical
2. Quality: "Perfect" (v. 7).
condition had prevented her from
It Is free from omissions and remaking any statement. A doctor hud,
dundancies.
Being perfect, there
however, been culled in, und announced
should be no adding to or taking away
thut Miss Plantagenet would probubly
from.' To do so Is most perilous (Rev.
be well enough next duy to be taken
22:18, 10). It Is perfect as a moral
back by train as far as Murne, where
code, and It perfectly accomplishes
she would have to appear at the coro
man's salvation.
ner s inquest,
3.
Effect: "Converting the Soul"
"She's here now," said Western, "By
(v. 7).
tins time the inquest hus probubly be
Convert means to restore. Man la
"I Said I Intended to Marry Her!"
gun."
contlnuully wandering away from God.
According to public opinion, Miss balloon came close to the house. Two The practical effect of the law of God
Is to turn men to God himself, rightPlantagenet hud had motive enough to young meu were In It gentlemen
kill her uncle. He was a man of vin and I begged them to save me. Their eousness and holiness. The mighty and
dictive temper, an expert In the art of balloon was caught somehow in a tree, only Instrument used in the salvation
irritating aud torturing those depend and they were so near for a minute of souls Is the Word of God. It la
ent upon hi m.
that I hoped they could tuke me with quick and powerful (Heb. 4:12). It
Little was known In Marne about them. They must have seen how fright restores our backsliding also. The
Miss Plantagenet ; but she had been ened I was, and I think they meant to dally study of It is necessary.
seen, and was considered beautiful, help, but a wind came aud freed the SECOND GROUP
Some ladles said it was not natural to balloon, whirling it out of sight,
1. Title: "The Testimony of ths
be so handsome as that, and the girl they hud no time."
Lord" (v. 7).
must he an udventuress.
A titter of Incredulous
It Is the witness which God bears as
laughter
Christopher Ruce aud Paul Western among the onlookers Interrupted her. to his uttrlbutes, and against man's
listened to these scraps of Information, and was quickly checked. But It had sins.
for they wished to know something not died before Western, ignoring the
2. Quality: "Sure" (v. 7)
about the case before going to the coro formulitles of a coroner's Inquest,
It Is plnln and Infallible. We can
ner s Inquest. But five minutes of such
stepped forward. "They are hero as repose In It our Interests for time and
gossip sulliced, und then they were off witnesses!" lie exclulmed. "We are eternity. In a world of doubt and unIn Scarlet Itunuer for the Bell liuoy the two
bulloouists, my friend and I, certainty, It Is a blessed thing to have
inn
und we can corroborate every word that which is sure to rest upon.
A crowd stood before the door, but Miss
3. Effect: "Making Wise the SimPlantagenet has suid. We can
Christopher aud Western contrived to prove her Innocence; for If she hud ple" (v. 7).
squeeze through as far as a door kept murdered her uncle she would have
The simple are those who have humby a big policeman. They knew that known that his dead body was lying ble, open and teachable minds. Things
behind that closed door the coroner's half out of his window, that we hud which are hidden from the wise and
Inquest was in full swing.
probably seen it there, ami she would prudent are revealed unto babes. How
" e must be allowed to
puss," West- have hidden herself Insteud of rush- true It Is that those who with open
n said imperatively.
ing toward us and begging that we minds feed upon the Word of God are
fortified against the devices of the
"Impossible, sir," replied tho repre would take her away."
sentative of the law. "Room's crammed,
You and your friend never saw devil which sweep the worldly-wisIhere Isn t space for one more, let Miss Plantagenet until the night In from their feet.
ulone two."
THIRD GROUP
question?" the'Corouer asked.
But we're Important witnesses'
1. Title: "The Statutes of the Lord"
Xo."
Then" very slowly and distinctly (v 8).
urged Christopher.
The big man grinned. "They ve got
These are the principles or charges
"how comes It thut you should have
witnesses enough In there, und too declared, on your visiting card which which the Lord gives to us all, to fit
many, maybe, for that poor girl." ,
you sent in to me, that you were en- us to rightly perform the duties which
the different relations of life make
If you mean Miss Plantagenet,'
gaged to marry thut young ludy?"
said Western quickly, "I Intend to
At this question there wus a stir in obligatory upon us.
2. Quality: "Right" (v. 8).
the room, und the jury gazed at Westmarry her."
The manner of the policeman ern with narrow eyes of distrust ; but
They are from the righteous God
who knows our nature and circumchanged. "Oh, very well, sir, If you he answered, unabashed :
are Miss Plantugenet's Intended hus
I didn't say I was engaged to marry stances. They are absolutely Just and
band, that alters the case. You had her. If you look again, you'll see that equitable.
3. Effect: "Rejoicing the Heart" (v.
better write that on a curd, and I'll I suid I Intended to marry her. I wrote
send It In. Then you and your friend that, so thut I might have a chance to 8).
The Word of God not only saves but
come in and give my evidence. But it
will probably be admitted."
Thus Western hud in an Instant be is true. I do hope to marry Miss Planta- makes happy. The high moral prinI ciples of God's Word cause the heart
come, of the pulr, the person of para genet hope 11 beyond everything.
mount importance. Triumphant, he shall propose to her on the first oppor to exult. The true heart rejoices In
drew out a visiting card and scribbled tunity, und tell her that I fell in love Justice and equity. It rejoices when..
the weak Is defended and the oppres-.something upon it. The policeman at first sight with the
- sweetest, purest,
tn icuuncu.
i..,i.
ipeued the door wide enough to pass most innocent gin i ever met. i can, "
GROUP
FOURTH
to
am
minutes
word
a
and
few
I
to
a
this
say
comrade,
prove every
going
1. Title: "The Commandment of the
later the coroner's olticer wus ushering about my balloon, which took us over
the two young men into the crowded to Normandy before we could descend. Lord" (v. 8).
This brings Into view the personal
The first thing we did was to catch a
coffee room.
The girl was speaking as Chris train back and scour the country In my God who stands back of his law to enobeditopher and Western took their places; friend's automobile, looking for the force Its demands to require
und, seeing them, so bright a color lost girl and the lost house; we ence to Its precepts.
2. Quality: "Pure" (v. 8).
sprang to her white face that the young couldn't locate them exactly. We
It Is free from deceit and error. On
learned what we wanted to know only
men knew they had been recognized.
The girl did not falter for an Instant, by the paper today. We were never every page is the evidence of straightNo sinister motives
however, but went on nervously, ex- nearer the house at Abbey court than forward sincerity.
de-- ! ore to be found or suspected.
Every
we
;
tree
a
in
didn't
knew
anyshe
that
being
caught
citedly, denying
pistol kept scend ; the dead body in the window demand mnde upon man is for his own,
thing of the
iu her uncle's study beyond hearing was a mystery to us. But I would not God's good,
3. Effect: "Enlightening the Eyes"
from Honey that It had disappeared wuger my dearest possession which
8from its place. She did not take It; Is my balloon that that pistol you (v- - The effect of God's law is to give
she had been very unhappy in her were talking about dropped out of the
lf
uncle's house; they hud not had a dead man's hand when he had shot mnn nb"ity, not only to
in his frenzy and fell Into the stantl 1,18 ,ove Bnd salvation, but to be
quarrel on the night of his death, but
bushes under the window where he wlse ns to the things about him.
there hud been a distressing scene.
"He called me Into his study," she lay. I advise you to send and look FIFTH GROUP
Title: "The Fear of the Lord" (v.
went on, "and said cruel things; that for it."
So frank, so enthusiastic and so 8).
wus cureless of his Interests, thut I
Reading the word of uod produces
was altogether a failure. If I hadn't handsome was Paul Western that he
hated to leave him alone in his glomy carried all before him. Terhaps it was reverential fear In the heart of the
house I would have gone loug ago. largely due to his evidence and the reader.
2. Quality: "Clean" (v. 8).
fact that his belief In the girl's Inno
Then he flew Into one of his rages
It Is not only clean In Itself, but
terrible rages they were, mad rages, cence was unassailable, that the corore- which always frightened me dread- ner's jury brought In their verdict at sanctifies the heart of those who
celve It
In
"Suicide
while
last:
he
me
believe
that
made
and
temporarily
fully,
3. Effect: "Enduring Forever" (v.0).
really was a lunatic, as Honey and his sane."
The life and relationship founded
wife used to say. This was the worst
Christopher admired Paul Western
had seen. Often he had struck now more than ever, freely admitted that .upon his law abide forever.
he threatened to kill me. He said his was the "first right," fairly won SIXTH GROUP
1. Title: "The Judgments
of the
rather than I should leave his house and after all was glad to think that he
Lord" (v. 9).
and carry evil reports, he would shoot had helped him win It
By this is meant the sentences proAnd Western did win the girl. It
me. I rushed out of the room, scream
r,tilt ho stratum If tiA rtlri tint. T nounced by God's Word.
ing, for I believed he meant to keep
2. Quality: "True and Righteous"
his word, and I believe It still. I didn't would also have been strange if Chris-- 1
know where to hide from him, for the topher had not been asked to be the (v. 9).
The penalties prescribed by God
lock on my door, as on most of the best man at the wedding.
are true, conformable to the intuitive
(END OF TEXTH EPISODE.)
doors, was broken. Then I thought of
moral sense of mnn.
the roof a flat roof, with battlements;
3. Effect: "Serve as Warnings and
and I ran through many passages till
Growing.
came to the ladderlike stairway that
Friend I understand that your Bring Reward" (v. 11),
If the warnings be heeded, shipI climbed up, trembling, practice is getting larger.
leads to
wrecks upon life's sea will be preDoctor
true.
for I could hear my uncle calling; my
That's
My
pa
Toung
name and slamming doors. I bad not tient has gained nearly ten pounds In vented. Besides God pays' a wags
for obedience to bis laws. Godliness Is
been hiding long when I heard two the past few weeks.
profitable unto all, having the promise
of the life that now is, and that which
tlonists contend be achieved his pres- visitations that endanger life and prop- Is to come.
II. A Notable Example of Bible
ent supremacy.
erty on a large scale, and collects climatic statistics for scientific agricul8tudy (Acts 8:238).
1. Who It Was (r. 27).
ture. Popular Science Magazine.
Why Do We Have Weather Bureau?
The Ethiopian eunuch, a man of
This question Is likely to be asked,
great authority. He was the secretary
French Wins Crop Large.
tn more or less querulous tones, whenthe Ethiopian queen.
The wine crop In the Glronde district of the treasury ofbest
ever the local weather prediction fails,
men and women
as it often does. The Inquirer over- of France promises to greatly exceed The wisest and
have been reverent stulooks the fact that the weather bureau that of the previous year, notwith- of the earth Bible
and have testified
has much more Important things to standing abnormal labor conditions. dents of the and power.
foretell than ordinary changes of The Increase Is largely due to the fa- to 2.Its beauty
The Circumstances of (r. 28).
weather.
It predicts with certainty vorable weather. In some districts hall
It was while traveling that this
great windstorms, destructive floods, has destroyed parts of vineyards, tat areat man was studrini the, Bible.
severe freezes and other atmospBerle soar the loss has been

and In the sequestered hollow of Lul
worth Cove they stopped till duwn
beckoned them on.
liy six o'clock they were off upon
their chivalrous errand, neither behind
the other ill eagerness, for Christophi
did not see why he had not US' much
right us Western to full In love, with
the beautiful mystery.
Therefore, when Western began to
make some remarks, apropos to his
own state of mind, Christopher frunk
ly proclaimed his own intentions.
"I!ut I tell you the girl Is mine,'
argued the other, surprised and dis
gusted; for he hud tuken Christopher'
helpfulness for disinterested sympathy.
"Why Is she yours more thun mine?'
argued Itace.
"liecause I saw her lirst," said
Western.
"Then how's this thing to be de
cided?"
"Ily tho girl when we Mud her."
"When we find her, the one who doc
most toward saving her shall have the
right to speak first. Do you agree?'
asked Itace.
"ics, said Western, after a mo
ment's hesitation.
Scarlet Runner had sped under the
shadow of a ruined castle, and was
ucnrhig Ardwanage, when u train
which had not yet gaihered full speed
after leaving the station ran toward
them along the line that here lay
parallel with the road. Race had
slowed down for a frightened horse,
and he was in the act of putting on
speed again when Western sprang up
In the seat beside him. "Turn us
quick as you can," he stammered,
"Catch that train. She's In It !"
"Was she alone?" asked Christopher,
as Scarlet Runner, sensi lively respons
ive to his touch, leaped ahead like a
panther.
"How can I tell? I siiw only her,'
said Western.
On the long, straight stretch of road
the wind shouted In their ears like a
hurrlcune, and Scarlet Runner gained
easily on the dark trail of smoke. But
she plunged into a village with children toddling out of cottages to their
playground, the public road. In an In
stunt the speed had dropped to a crawl
and the car picked its path among
tiny maids and men, skimmed silently

theory of the evolution of man. It Is
contended that one of the chief factors
In man's rise In the Intellectual and
physical scale above other animals was
his early tendency to add to bis vegetable diet a certain amount of meat,
thus "shortening the digestive processes," and improving nutrition by the
addition of rtimalating proteins. Tms
Improved diet added to his energy and
resourcefulness. Increased his strength
and stimulated his activity and placed
him in the front of the evolutionary
process by means of which U--e croio--
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A Suspicious
Character
By WILLIAM

HAMILTON

OSBORNE

The other day Id the city where I

lire there was a patriotic parade. It
was announced that every patriot was
expected to uncover when the Stars

and Stripes swept by. During the
parade everybody did It
Standing on the curbstone was on
unkempt Individual, with straggly linlr,
and a wild, desperate eye, who kept
looking about him uneasily, when the
crowd pressed against him he hitched
himself away, but he must have seen
the hats come off as the colors swept
down the thoroughfare. When the flag
was only half a block away, this mnn
lifted bis hand but instead of remov
ing Ills hat he drew It farther down
upon his head. His action was no
ticed.
"Uncover!" yelled somebody In the
crowd. The crowd, like a lot of ehll
dren, forgot all about the flag passing,
and turned its attention to the' man
who hadn't taken off his hat.
"Where is he where Is lie?" people
asked.
"Uncover
there uncover,"
cried
stentorian voices.
The mun turned about and his hnnd
strayed to his hut again. It seemed
as though he was about to remove It.
But three men pressed close to him
threateningly.
You take your hat off, do you
hear 1" they shouted at him.
He drew away from them and pulled
It more firmly down upon his head.
"Take that hat off fir I'll knock it
off," cried one of the three men.
man shook his bead
The
and kept drawing away.
"Uncover," cried the crowd, surging
against the four principals, "make him
uncover there."
"Slacker," yelled somebody.
"Traitor," cried somebody else.
The three men seized the offender
and laid violent hands upon his hut.
The man clung to It desperately,
throwing all his strength Into his
grasp. Then a police officer forced
his way through the crowd.
"Officer," said one of the three men,
"take this mnn In churge. We'll come
with you. We'll make a complaint."
The officer seized the man by the
arm.
"I will go with you," gasped the
man, "but not with them not with
them."
The three men followed the officer.
The crowd trailed on behind, until
they reached the nearest precinct station.
The culprit was led before the magistrate. As the man entered the courtroom, he took off his hat and bowed.
The police officer stnted his ense the
three men mode their complaint.
"Well," demanded the judge fiercely,
"Is this true?"
The offender bowed. "What they say
Is true," he admitted.
"Well," demanded the magistrate,
impatiently, "what have you got to
say for yourself?"
The man bowed. "Judge," he began, "I live nil alone and I am afraid
of burglars "
The crowd that had trailed In
laughed. The judge looked sternly at
the man.
"Afraid of burglars," sneered the
"Is that the reason you
magistrate.
didn't tnkeyour hat off to the flag?"
"No," the roan returned, "but I am
ufraid of pickpockets."
"What's that got to do with it?"
demanded the court.
"This," returned the mnn, "at my
room I hide away my securities. Hut
I am afraid If I leave them there they
will be stolen, so I put them in my
pocket."
"What's that got to do with it?"
snapped the magistrate.
"When I saw the crowd." went on
the
man, "I was afraid my
pocket would be picked. So I stepped
Into a corner and took all my secur
wild-eye-
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PHANTOMS
By WILLIAM HAMILTON

OSBORNE

of the Vigilantes.
In Seattle, Wash., during one of the
Ited Cross drives, I was one of an au
dience of 8,000 people that crowded a
huge motion picture theater on a Sat
urday night. There waa a special ap
peal made from the platform for ImThe result of
mediate contributions.
this appeal was the Immediate subscription of $30,000 or $10 a head, for
every man, woman and child In the au
dlence. As that large audience surged
out Into the brilliantly lighted street
I noted that the street was occupied
by a goodly company of soldiers,
drawn up at attention, saluting the
audience as It went by. There must
have been 500 of them. I stepped to
the curbstone and approached the
commanding officer, who saluted at I
came.
"Who," I queried, "are these men
what are they doing bereT"
The officer smiled his eyes flashed"These," he said, "are the
BOO members of the National
army
whose Uvea are going to be saved because your audience this evening contributed $30,000 to the Red Cross
fund."
He finished speaking to me. He
turned and gave an order. On the In
stant the 500 soldiers vanished into
thin air. And then f realized that
they weren't there they hadn't been
there at all, save In my Imagination.
They were phantoms.
Bat were they phantoms? Do they
exist T They were not In that street
ranged op before that theater are
they anywhere? They are not phantoms they do exist and the ara
somewhere today either in the trenches or about to enter them. They may
be in France they may be here but
they are real, those 500 men whose
lives wilt be saved by that audience
who subscribed that evening their av:
erage of $10 apiece. How many men
are there whose Uvea will not be
saved because there's nobody to put
np the cash? Are they phantoms, too?
Let n hope they are.

Late Summer Silk Suits

wild-eye- d

Of Th Vigilant

wild-eye-

ities nnd put tneiu In my hat And
then these three men these three, who
look so much like pickpockets, they
crowded close to me. Anil I took them
to be pickpockets. And, though I sow
the flag coming, I knew what would
happen If I removed my hat. I knew
these three men would snatch it from
me, and take all I have."
MAINTENANCE IS A BIG ITEM
The magistrate eyed the
man with n cold eye.
"Good story," he said to the officer.
New Hampshire Uses Patrolmen, Who
"See what he's got In his hut."
Repair Every Little Hole as Soon
The officer jerked the hat away from
aa It Appears.
the offender and turned Its contents
out on the bench before the Judge. (By E. R. HOt'SE, Colorado Agriculture''
College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
The Inside rim was stuffed with paThere are two elements thut should
pers. Then he separated these papers
and spread them out upon the desk. be figured In the cost of road construction. First, the cost of construcThis is what he found:
One certificate of membership In the tion. Second, the cost of maintenance.
It Is the yearly average of these two
lied Cross.
that should always be considered
One Ited Cross receipt for n contribution of $100 marked "Thanks" when figuring the cost of a road. True
It Is, that roads may be constructed
across the bottom.
In such n manner as to need very lit- A letter from the man's boy at the
front, saying that he had been pretty tie maintenance, hut these roads lire
very expensive to build, and It Is out
badly wounded and was rot expected of
the question to contemplate them
to live.
for the West. The other type of road
A newspaper clipping iient out by
the war department, announcing his Is the road that costs a moderate
sum to construct and then a yearly
death.
A war department
letter confirm- charge for maintenance of said road.
ing it.
A funeral notice, published three
months Inter, announcing the death of
the boy's mother here in town.
Five unregistered
Liberty loan
bonds of the denomination of $100
-ench.
The magistrate beckoned to the
three men. Silently he exhibited th
contents of the hat to them.
"Now, gentlemen," said the magistrate, "Is there any one of you patriots who invested five hundred dollars In the Liberty loan, or who is n
member of the Ited Cross, or who has
contributed a hundred dollars to the
Ited Cross, or who has lost a boy at
the front, or who has n boy at the
front? Thnt's what I'd like to know."
The three putrlots looked at each
other, looked ut the judge, looked at
the
mun, looked at the cop,
and then, witli a grand manner of
pickpockets, softly und silently slunk
away.
Moral: How easy it is to make a
noise like a patriot! Also, you can't
most ulways tell!
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ABOARD THE TRANSPORT
By AUGUSTUS THOMAS

Good Read in Colorado.

I haven't told our secret, Jear,
Since my good-b- y
to you;
But flowers and birds were singing It.
And Hans and ribbons flinging it,
And golden sunshine bringing it
Down every breeze that e'ew.

The maintenance usually runs up
to a considerable annua! cost, and It
is this maintenance thnt usually is
neglected by county commissioners
and road supervisors.
As good nn Illustration of road
maintenance us I have been able to
find is thnt practiced by New Hump
shire. New Hampshire's roads are
Most
of
mnlnly grnveled roads.
them are rightly constructed,
the
gravel being wet and rolled as It Is
placed upon the rond, but In ninny
pinces this ts impossible on account
Of the expense and In these pinces the
gravel Is simply spread upon the road
and left for the traffic to compuct.
Many of these roads have to bear
a fairly heavy t raffle, especially during the summer months, most of
which la automobile traffic, and the
roads would soon be ruined were It
pot for the maintenance feature of
New Hampshire's rond system. This
rond maintenance Is cnrrled on by
several hundred patrolmen. They are
hired from the last of March until
the first of December, nnd their
work consists In pntehlng every little rut and hole that appears, clean
ing the ditches and culverts nnd In
keeping the rnnds smooth.
Ench pntrnlmun has a section of
road assigned him. He Is required to
furnish a
wagon, a shovel,
a rake nnd a light road drag, The
rond Is smoothed by this drag after
every rain, nnd If chuck holes start,
fresh material Is placed In them,
tamped down nnd left for the traffic
to compact.
These patrolmen are paid nn average of $:i.L'j a day and the total cost
of maintenance runs ubout $210 per
mile per year. The total first cost
of construction of these roads runs;
about $1,01)0 a mile.

of the Vigilantes.

It filled

me as we crossed the pier
To march aboard the boat
With every band a playing it,
The stepping feet a saying it,
The singing tars belaying it;
Filled eyes and heart and throat

The story still goes on by night
Though all the bunting's furled;
The tightening ropes ure rattling It,
speeding waves are priittllng It
Te
The 'whispering stars are tattling It
And telling all the world.
I know when we get where they fight
And beckoning death shall call,
ytiere bursting steel Is shelling it,
And flaming guns are belling it,
And deadly hate is helling it,
Our love will last them all.

HOW TO SAVE

$1,000,000

JULIET WILBOR TOMPKINS
of the Vigilantes.
Of course, you bought nn extra Lib
erty bond ; thut Is, one more Hum you
had expected to, or thought that you
could afford. You bought It because
the need was so rulihed Into you that
Now sit
yon could tint hold bnck.
down nnd calculate what It cost to
sell you thnt extra bond. Tut down
all the items; printing, engraving, ad
vertising, mulling, telephoning, shoe
dianil oftice-rooleather,
verted from their normal earning
the bill Is so big thut yon are appalled
nt having to pay it. For you do pay
it. It has all got to come out of you,
sooner or later, somewhere. There Is
no mysterious
of money to
The coun
meet such expenditures.
try pays.
Before the next Liberty loan campaign and there will be n next, und
a next. If we don't wnnt to be annexed
by Germany suppose we fuce that
enormous bill, size It up fairly, nnd decide thnt we enn't afford It. Then let
every citizen become his own
All he has to do Is to shout
nt himself what the sellers of bonds
are shouting at him: that It's your
money or your life, these days, and
that those who, snfe nt home, give
their money, have the easy end of the
load. Tou have to lift yourself by
your own bootstraps, thnt's nil. Try
It Ifs an exhilarating exercise, and
far more dignified than being hoisted.
In England and France, you know,
they don't have to get up vaudeville
shows to sell their war bonds. The
Huns attend to all that they give per
formances on the roof.
By

man-pow-

well-sprin- g

bond-selle-

r.

Greeting Truly American.

"It waa only after an eight hours'
ride, when I got off at a little station,
that I met America," writes James

Hopper in Collier's. "America came to
me in the guise of the chauffeur of the
military automobile senf to meet us.
Be wore a wrinkled army uniform,
khaki spiral puttees, much muddied,
and a greasy campaign hat. He saw
my companion (nnother "war correspondent') and me waiting there on
the platform ; he came up to us with a
grin and said: 'Are yon the guy
who're coming with me?"
"If It had been the French front we
were coming to, we would have been
met by a staff officer, at least a cap
tain, who would have Introduced himself formally, and given ns the compliments of the general which is all
right, too. In Its way. But this It waa
exactly like coming back, after an absence, to my little home town and being met by the old stage driver who
has carried me so many times over
the hill.
"We said we were the guys, and he
led np to his car, we carrying our valises (blessed democracy!)"
Her Unusual Experience.
Mrs. Trotter "This world Is so
small a place after all! Why. while
traveling In Australia. I ran across
two of my children In charge' of their
governess I" Boston Globe.
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DIRT ROADS

ARE PREFERRED

of the Wear and Tear on Hard
Road Can Be Avoided by Making
Dirt Track on Each Side.

Much

Dirt roads are the cheapest nnd
for a large part of the year the
tlwt can be built. Because
best-high- ways

we want to use our roads every day In
the year we are willing to go to the
expense of hard road building, but
thut is no reason for discarding the
dirt roads entirely.
More than Half the wear on the hard
road can be avoided by making a good
dirt truck on each side. People will
use the dirt road from preference
when it la passable. The life of the
hard road will be greatly lengthened.
the cost of repairs reduced, and the
needa of the road users better served
by building this combination of hard
and dirt roads.

Let the one who sighs for comfort
Feel a hand-gras- p
true;
It will cheer the way and surely
Can't Impoverish you.

It ts better to say: "This one thing I
do," than to say. "These forty things I
dabble In." Washington Gladden.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

HELPFUL HINTS.
Mnke

When we

as the French nameat simply
ns a tlnvor, nnu
other foods in comwith It
bination
for nourishment,so
we will uot be
exercised about
high prices. The
flavor found In the

lenrn,
the housework as light as tion has learned, to use

possible, getting every member of the
fnmily to do his
share. Thus all may
enjoy the lovely
summer and have
recreation
and
pleasure instead of
the
burdening
r
with
tasks others should
do. Mothers often
remark: "It Is easier to do a thing
myself than to see that others do It,"
but It is not right to herself nor good
training for others to be allowed to
shirk.
Iron only the hems of the sheets
when they are to be placed on the
beds.
No one will know that n half
hour has been saved from such Ironing, a half hour for rest, rending or a
walk how much more important than
a perfectly Ironed sheet.
Gloves which need cleaning may be
quickly cleaned by moistening flour
with gasoline and washing the gloves
on the hands until clean.
Stains on linen should he moistened
with peroxide then placed In the sun.
If the stain Is obstinate n second application may be necessary with the
addition of a little soap.
Scald a dish or utensil In which fish
has been cooked with vinegar and
water.
Wood skewers with a lilt of cloth
wrapped around them make tine
cleaners. They will remove dust from
corners In wlndowpnties as well as In
dishes.
If windows stick, grease the rope
with a little fat and put a little
around the casing. This Is good treatment for a stubborn drawer.
Fresh blood stains will be quickly
removed by rubbing well with dry
starch which absorbs It, and then when
brushed no stain will be left.
Pour a glnss of warmed Jelly over
the mutton roast or chops Just before serving.
Glossy clothing may be rubbed with
a piece of emery paper, using a light
tquch.
Scorched places on linen will be
taken out if moistened nnd put into
strong sunshine. On woolen cloth rub
with a piece of bread.
Hot milk with a tenspoonful of sulphur used as a gurgle will relieve a
sore throat.

extractives
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Life, I repeat. Is energy of love
Divine or human; exercised In pain;
If so approved and sanctified, we pass,
Through shades and silent reBt, to endless joy.
Wordsworth.
BLACK

WHITE AND
CURRANTS.

AND

RED

of

meats Is the appe
tizing part of the meat and the reason for our desire for more and more,
A small portion of meat will add fla
vor to a large amount of vegetables,
thus satisfying the appetite for flavor
and giving the desired amount of nourishment.
A tough piece of meat may become
palatable and tender by ndillng a tie
lilesiMionful of vlnemir to it while
stewing.
Here Is a sweetmeat thnt we may
eat with a clear conscience ns we are
not using any sugar except that which
Is stored In the dried fruit: Tuke a
cupful each of figs, dates and raisins
nnd n rupful of puffe'd wheat, witli a
bit of orange and lemon peel which
has been dried; grind all through a
ment chopper and make Into small
balls or squares. Wrap In waxed pn
Nuts
per and keep In a dry place.
may be added for a change, making
a more nutritious confection.
Oatmeal and Hamburg Steak
Tuke a cupful of cooked nutmeul with
a pinch of clove nnd a bit of chopped
onion or green pepper, nnd mix It
with the hamburger steak to make It
serve two or three more than It would
without the oatmeal. Rread crumbs,
rice or comment mush, or nny cooked
cereal may be used In place of the
oatmeal.
Dainty Dessert. rPrnp whole figs
In grape juice, let stand over night,
then stuff with nuts or fresh
roll In sugar and serve with
crackers as dessert.
If you will observe the ment bills
of the cook who buys steaks, chops
nnd other quickly cooked meats, you
will see thnt they are higher than
those of the woman who plans her
meals, using the cheaper cuts, requiring longer cooking, nnd her family Is
better fed nt the same time. Looking
ahead, planning the meals economically Is well worth the thought of every
good housewife.
marsh-mallow-

much

more

f.rmor'a

road makes hauling that
expensive; makes the

ih.i -- ....h

h

it

should be.
Increase Delivery Facilities.
Every foot of good road over which
wagons and trucks travel increases de
livery facilities.
Pull Over Roads.

Better pull your loads over a road
than through It.

coin-men- d

taffeta with a plain, moderately fa
skirt. Coats pointed at the bottom
have proved so graceful that this feature of spring styles Is retained In this
model. The collar, cut in points that
are embroidered, Is new. The girdle
at the high waistline Is extended Into
points at each side of the back, and
The
these are embroidered also.
sleeves are gathered Into flaring cuffs,
ornamented with a row of rather larg
buttons.
d

Children's Clothes.
There are many serviceable frocks
of linen of heavy weave. For soma
reason, some of the smart children's
outfitters huve put out an unusual
number of linen frocks In yellow and
because
these
lavender;
perhaps
colors are off the beaten track of
We must ail
children's equipment.
have grown a little wenry of the u
cessant pink and blue conventionally
selected for little girls a few years
and more ago, observes a Paris fashion correspondent. It does seem a little odd to put lavender on a
doesn't It? And yet one of the
most charming frocks recently shown
by n children's dressmaker of note
was of white voile, with collars and
cuffs of violet organdie finished will
loose, coarse buttonholing.

Inexpensive Hats for Little Girls

In life's small things be resolute and
great
To keep thy muscles trained. Knowest
thnu when fate
Thy measure takes or when she'll say
to thee:
"I find thee worthy, do this thing for
me."
Emerson.

LIGHTEN THE HOUSEWORK.

Currants are a favorite fruit with
The red currant Is
most commonly used for

nearly everybody.

One of the most valuable nnd often
the least regarded possession Is good
health; another Is
strength, which Is
found
usually
therewith.
The
housewife of today,
with her multiplicity of dulles, must
choose which are
the really worth
while things that
must be attended to, letting others
take their turn In being done.
As 80 per cent of our housewives
do their own housework without the
old of a maid, anil a large per cent
without even a laundress, the'Snving
of strength Is a large Item to the
r
who Is so Invaluable In
the home.
The woman who can save the en
ergy used In scrubbing a floor and give
that time to work for the lied Cross
Is keeping young, doing something for
her country nnd Is decidedly happier.
The woman who wastes her energy
doing things because It has been her
custom, whether it Is necessary or not,
needs some lessons In loyalty, for time,
these days, should be given for the
things worth while. Some one has.
said most aptly that you can let your
kitchen floor go n week after you
think you can't stand It another day,
before the neighbors will . notice it.
Isn't It too often what we fear peo-pie will say that determines our attitude In many matters?
A schedule is n most necessary thing
nnd should be followed when possi
ble, but she who cannot put her bread
In the Ice chert If rising, or leave her
washing In the tubs In case of a more
Important duty. Is too deep In the rut
to be ever Jolted out. An Irritable,
mother cannot be Just to
her family or herself, and she needs
to be got out Into the open to find herself. The young girls who want to do
work for their country couldn't And
any more suitable task than relieving
a mother of her babies for a few hours
while she gets out to have a little recreationthis Is truly work which will
help In war time.
.

jellies, although many
use the combination of
(ed and white, making a
light colored Jelly.
Currant juice Is so
very delicious and the
seeds often quite objectionable, so that the Juice
Is used In combination
with orange, cherry mid
oilier fruits to make u
most dainty conserve.
The black currant Is not as common as It once was. lint makes a most
delicious Jam for those who are sulli-- :
not to have for-- ,
clently
gotten grandmother's garden where
the dear old black currants were ul- ways found.
The delicious bar le due currants
may be prepared nt home, using the
large cherry currants, carefully re- moving the seeds with a large needle.
This is not such a task as it may
'
seem, for one makes but a few glasses
of such choice preserves.
y
Cook the seeded currants very
and stir Into glasses of Jelly.
Put away in a cool, dry place for winThis conserve being very
ter use.
rich, is used only in small quantities
as a garnish.
Black currants put up with black
raspberries, canned ns usuul. Is a very
delicious combination.
For Jelly making currants as well as
other fruit should not be too ripe, nor
picked after a heavy rain. Pick over
the currants but do not remove the
ateme. Wash and drain and mash in
a preserving kettle with a wooden
potato masher, adding more until
there ia enough to cook In the receptacle. Cook until the currants have a
white appearance, strain through a
colander, or put Into a jelly bag at
once. Measure the Juice and boll Ave
minutes, tneo nuu no equal nreasurv
or neateo BDgar uniess one wisnes a
sour jelly. Boll three minutes. Try
a little In a cold saucer; If a thin
akin forma, pour at once Into the
glasses. Jelly should be firm enough
to keep Its shape when turned from
the glass, clear, of good flavor, and
when cut leave sharp edges. Store
In a cool, dry place for winter.
Red currant and red raspberry
Among the household novelties Is
makes a most deliriously flavored porous covered dish which keeps the
contents cool by evaporation.
Jelly.
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Farmer's Profit Less.
Every inch of bad road of

Those who design suits showed us
Just how adroit they could be when
they mnnnged their early spring offerings of wool. They had to be made of
the shortest allowance of goods, but
the designers made a virtue of necessity and the conservation of wool
worked to the advantage of styles.
Later they turned to several new and
heavy weaves In silk ns a substitute
for wool and for midsummer they were
able to forget nil ubout saving materials and design suits of taffeta and
atin according to their own fancy.
These make the Inst of their offerings;
for now they must begin their work
for fall.
No one could ask for more than they
have done this season In giving us variety In styles. In the pretty suit nt
the left of the picture there returns
once more the banished plaited skirt,
with four double box plaits, to
it to the possessor of a slender
The short eont boasts side
figure.
plaits below the waistline, the designer apparently determining to make the
most of the privilege of using plaits
again. The coat opens over a narrow
white vest, the straight pieces nt ench
side of the front having the effect of
scarf ends finished with pendent,
balls.
The suit ut the right is of black

Friable Loam for Potatoes.
Potatoes grow best In a friable loam
Beneficial Shorebirds.
that ia light and well drained. Soil
are strikingly
AU the shorebirds
for this crop should be well supplied beneficial In their food habits. The
with humus, potash, and nitrogen.
slaughter of these game birds deprives
the farmer of valuable allies against
Have On Good Cow.
some of the worst crop pests. Such
Better have one good cow than halt
and pheasbirds as quail,
game
dozen scrubs. Feed and labor are ant take less insectgrouse
food than the
too high to throw away.
shorebirds, yet all of them do a certain amount of goocL-- Even hawks nnd
Early Start Desirable.
owla have r bad name which for the
An early start usually counts for a most
part la undeserved. It Is said, and
great deal with most of our gardes Indiscriminate persecution of these
crops.
birds la a serious mistake.

a Friend.
chalWho goes there
lenged the rookie.
"Friend," was the reply.
"Gee whizl Come on up nnd b
recognized. If I've got a friend In
this camp I'd like to get acquainted
with him."
Welcoming

"Halt!

1'

-

Per.'ection.
Perfection consists in the entire hnr
mony of the different parts of our re
Ul need to be set la
newed nature.
order. Rev. T. T. Carter.

j

Three little Inexpensive huts for the
small girl, in the picture above, dem
onstrate that headwenr need not be
fine in order to be tasteful.
These
shapes are well blocked and very simply trimmed with velvet or silk ribbon In narrow widths anil good quality. The braids are of the cheaper
kind, but they are substantial enough
for the short lived millinery of the
little miss who Is apt to put their staying qualities to the test.
At the left of the group the most
popular of shapes fur little girls is
shown, made of a heavy tuscun braid
rather closely woven. It Is the nntural
straw color. Narrow blue satin ribbon Is banded about It and finished
with a knot at the front, and the hnt
Is lined with blue silk.
Very much the same shape is shown
at the right, of white tnilnn hemp.
Narrow snttn ribbon, gathered along
one edge, is used to make a band and
medallions on the crown. There are
three small medallions, one at each
Bide and one at the back, and a larger
one at the front. A little blossom is
posed, with a how of the ribbon, at
the base of each medallion. In this
particular hat the ribbon Is light blue
aatln and the blossom a pink wild
rose.
The odd hat of fancy braid (In the
nntural straw color) at the center of
the picture is a Chinese Inspiration.
The curious peak In the crown distinguishes It from other shapes and Is
reminiscent of coolie hats anil turbans
with distinguishing buttons nt the top.
Narrow brown velvet ribbon makes a
band with ends crossing nt the front,
where clusters of little buds are
Beautifies Brows.
Dally brushing of the brows and an
occasional treatment with a tonic are
excellent. As to the lashes, they also
require attention If they are scraggly
or too short. Clipping by one who
knows how to do so expertly will result In making them grow, ns a general
rule. OH of cajeput applied occasionally with a tiny camel's hair brush is
a good tonic. And speaking of tonics.
It la an excellent idea to provide oneself with a good skin food or lotion.
Applying this to the flesh occasionally

tacked over the ribbon. It wouldn't be
possible to place trimming more simply, and that Is what gives childish hatf
their character.

Washable Walla.
Why should children prefir to write
on Immaculate walls rather than on
writing paper? Because, first, their
mothers caution them not to do It, and,
second, because the walls ore whiter
and the writing looks better on them
than It docs on paper. Hut the time
has come wheu the mother need fear
for the white nursery walls no lunger.
They can indeed, be changed from a
source of Irritation to educational purposes by means of a finish which
makes them washable. In other words
all pencil, era y or. and pen marks may
be washed away. Consequently, the
wall surface la as good a place for
drawing pictures or making examples
as a blackboard. Although the finish
Is Intended primarily for the walls of
the nursery, it may be used in the
kitchen, living room or other pnrt of
the house where children are wont M
try out artistic ability on the walla.
The finish may be in nny one of a
number of different shades.
For Bargain Blouses.
and voiles In checks sad
stripes and flowery designs hnve bee
thrown on the remnant counters and
are selling for almost nothing. For
from 25 cents to $1 enough material
for blouse may be picked up.
Lawn

will cleanse the pores and freshen vrt
beautify the complexion.
Variety to Choose From.
Voile, organdie, linen, gingham ant

batiste all offer attractions for one tt
choose from, and If fortunate enoogt

to have several of these frocks one of
each would hardly be too many voil
and gingham to fall back on for atilitj
and a linen nnd an organdie for time
when one feels like being particular!!
smart and maybe a bit daahiag as ft
looks.

CAPITAL CITY BANK
COMPLETES IMPROVEMENTS

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

Abro4 Ar Modest
Henry P. Davison, chairman of the
address a
war council, delivered
few weeks ago under the auspices
of the District of Columbia Chapter
in the National Theatre on hit return from his fourth trip to the front
since the war began and among various things the following is what
he said about our own U. S. boys:
"I went to Europe particularly to
see our boys over there. I have seen
them get off the steamer, tine up and
march through the cities or towns
to embark in their trains and finally
You may be
land at their campsable to visualize them in a foreign
I
doubt
if you tan
land, but
really
realize the sensation they create as
they march along in true American
fashion, filling every one with confidence in their courage and deter-

Our Lads

NEW MEXICO

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

The reconstruction of the banking
room in the Capital City Bank build-- I
ing has been completed and the bank
has returned to its regular Quarters.
!The new room and fixtures are in
t
mission
i
style and unusually attractive
Mrs. M K. Byrd left Sunday
The Ice Cream Social
THE SOLDIERS HOUR
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'
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